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REFORMATION OF ARIZONA'S BILINGUAL EDUCATION POLICY:
LITIGATION OR LEGISLATION?
Introduction
-The inclination to attempt reformation of bilingual education 1 statutes and
programs in Arizona 2 through litigation is perfectly understandable. For many
strands of the civil rights movement,
efficacious forum.

the courtroom has seemed the sole

The prospects for achieving legislative reforms, especially

favoring "discrete and insular minorities ,"3 have seemed quite remote, and, even
if achieved, frequently marred by compromise and incrementalism. 4
Concern over the resulting role of courts in resolution of equity issues or
social policy disputes has been a thriving cottage industry for scholars and
other social critics. 5 Regarding the judiciary's involvement in the on-going
bilingual education dispute, however, there have been few opportunities to trot
out the familiar arguments against judicial policy making.

Simply stated, the

case law does not sustain the accusation, except in isolated instances.
The legal issues surrounding bilingual education are to some degree
vestigial, a residue of the furious

litigation that accompanied school
desegregation during the 1960s and early 1970s. 6 Beyond desegregation suits,
myriad other litigants sought assistance from courts, primarily federal courts,
in gaining access to meaningful educational opportunities.

Courts, reluctantly

or otherwise, ended up refereeing struggles involving issues as variable as hair
or clothing codes, classroom methodologies and employment practices.

During all

these intrusions into school operations, the courts ritualistically intoned
precautionary maxims about preserving the local school board's control over
educational systems,7 while occasionally intervening in matters of questionable
importance. 8
It seems implausible that courts during the 1980s will play an activist role
in educational matters. The political climate or expectations do not support
such a role, and, to some degree, many of the "big educational issues" have been
resolved, certainly those issues which courts can confidently address. Even when
educational litigation was most intense, and plaintiffs more frequently
successful, courts asserted fidelity to a traditional role restriction.

In

educational matters, courts should define and apply basic principles, but never
prescribe or formulate educational policy.9
1

Thus, a benchmark principle of the

civil rights movement was that citizens should not be denied equal access to
valuable governmental services (particularly education) on account of such
irrational or discriminatory bases as race, gender or ethnicity.

The deceptively

simple message of Brown v. Board of Education,10 precluding segregation of public
school students by race, was easily adaptable
populations,
students.

such as

handicapped,

to other identifiable

student

limited English proficient, 11 or female

The applicable principle was

comprehensible and

compelling,

a

straightforward requirement of equal treatment.

Courts were regularly avenging

angels in these overt discrimination cases,

pitilessly commanding simple

justice .12
But plaintiffs did not rest content with gaining access.
the

system,

they wanted the schools to acknowledge them,

satisfy special needs.

Most of all,

they wanted

Once admitted to

to accommodate and

schools

to

succeed in

transforming disadvantaged or simply different children into adults with
comparable life prospects and outcomes as the masses of middle class, usually
white children whom the schools fitted to the available managerial, professional
and entrepreneurial slots.

The prinCiple of equal treatment had to be adapted to

these

complex aspirations and became a demand for educational programs and
practices which would accomplish the appropriate outcomes. 13
Now the courts were

confounded.

The

alternately bewilderingly vague ("make

level of plaintiff demand was

this outcome happen")

prescriptive ("only this type of program will suffice").

and exceedingly

Courts were invited to

mandate specific curricula or methodologies, as well as minimally satisfactory
educational results.

Courts had

traditionally evinced a

desire

to

avoid

educational policy disputes and designation of pedagogic or curricular
programs. 14 That reluctance must have seemed all the more warranted as litigants
inevitably produced a procession of educational experts, emphatically describing
alternative,

irreconcilable empirical realities, and completely discounting

opposing viewpoints, generally as the consequence of methodological deficiencies.
Hence, conclusive answers to rather basic questions remained quite elusive (e.g.,
Does

integration

positively affect

academic

achievement?

Do

increased

expenditures on education influence student achievement?).15
Consequently, courts became less useful to educational reformers and civil
rights advocates, especially those pursuing systemic reform.

Judges attempted to

meticulously maintain the demarcation between principle and policy,
2

leaping

vigorously into

the

fray only when

discrimination case arose.

the occasional

flagrant

exclusion or

Otherwise, courts generally displayed a

certain

judicial modest1y,16 conscious perhaps of their inahi1ity to effect the desired
change, even if ordered. 17
Looking to the Courts:

Federal Law First

Given this environment,

the successes and failures in previous bilingual

education lawsuits are generally unsurprising.

Potential litigants seeking to

improve educational services to LEP students in a school or a district have a
choice of pursing relief under relevant federal or state laws.

As so much of the

educational reform 11 tigation has been lodged in federal courts, predicated on
the Constitution or federal antibias legislation,

it

is useful

to review the

scope of protection available under the federal laws.
There is an obvious starting point, the 1974 United States Supreme Court
decision Lau v. Nicho1s. 18
This abundantly familiar case originated in San
Francisco, and involved a claim by a plaintiff class of non-English speaking
Chinese students that they were being denied educational opportuni ty.
Court's majority opinion, written by Justice William

o.

Douglas,

The

favored

the

plaintiffs, but ultimately the decision is as important for what was not decided,
as for the plaintiffs' success.
granting relief,

Justice Douglas relied on statutory grounds in
thus avoiding an unnecessary constitutional determination. 19

Plaintiff's right tD special educational services flowed

from the district's

obligations under Ti tIe VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 20 as opposed to the
equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 21
The conditions attached
to Title VI can be avoided,
education funds.

of course,

if a

school district eschews federal

Practically, that avenue of escape is chosen by few, if any,

school districts. 22
Plaintiffs also did not request an explicit remedy, such as a bilingual or
English as a Second language program (ESL).23

Thus, Lau does not stand for the

proposition that LEP children must receive bilingual or bicultural instruction,
but instead that some form of effective educational programming must be available
to "open the instruction"24 to LEP students.
However,

extracting

that

simple

promise

of

extra assistance

was

a

substantial success, because the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals had relieved the
school district of any affirmative obligation to rectify deficiencies existing as
a consequence of children's ethnic or cultural background.

3

The Circuit Court

defined equal educational opportunity as comparable treatment, irrespective of a
child's characteristics.

As it pointed out,

"every student brings

to the

starting line of his educational career different advantages and disadvantages
caused in part by social, economic and cultural background, created and continued
completely apart from any contribution by the school system. "25
attitude is compatible with the law of school desegregation.

Of course, this
The Supreme Court

has been explicit that no affirmative duty to integrate public schools exists
apart from a finding of intentionally discriminatory behavior.

Indeed, members

of the Court have acknowledged the existence of racial and ethnic isolation in
public schools caused by the classic "background" factor, segregated housing, and
have consistently admonished lower courts from imposing school desegregation
unless the district is found to have caused the racial isolation. 26
Lau was a felicitous starting point for tbe bilingual education movement
because it was based on Ti tIe VI, which required no proof of intentional
discrimination (discriminatory effects were sufficient to trigger a remedial,
duty).27

Plaintiffs avoided the difficult burden of satisfying the intentional
discrimination standard of the Fourteenth Amendment. 28 Furtber, Justice Douglas
cited HEW guidelines that quite firmly required extra services from the districts
to assist LEP students. 29 The pattern set in ~ would be subsequently repeated
for other groups of children, such as the handicapped, who "arrive at the line"
bearing special disadvantages;30 schools would be compelled to adapt their
programs to these students' needs.
After

~,

the domain of bilingual education lawsuits has belonged almost

exclusively to Hispanic litigants, unsurprisingly, as they are far more numerous
than any other language minority in this country.31

The efforts to implement and

extend Lau proceeded not only in the courts, but through federal administrative
agencies as well.
requirement of

~

Although cases were brought to ensure compliance with the Lau
special assistance, subsequent litigation more often involved

the issue left unanswered in Lau:

What form of additional educational services

can or must be provided for LEP children?

HEW's clarifying guidelines to Title

VI had played an influential role in Lau, and subsequently, HEW proceeded to
amplify those guidelines, tbus providing even greater "clarification."

A special

task force, assembled by HEW and composed mostly of proponents of bilingual
education, created a set of guidelines to assist schools in complying with the
Lau manda te •
4

These Lau Guidelines 32 were not administrative regulations, and, therefore,
never had the force and effect of law.

They were used hy HEW as a negotiating

tool against school districts found in violation of Title VI.
current

program for

If a district's

LEP students was ohviously inadequate,

any proposed

modification less comprehensive than the Lau Guidelines was presumed inadequate.
For districts in trouhle with HEW, these Guidelines hecame a familiar text.
The Guidelines prescrihed a hilingual and hicultural educational program for
LEPs.

Although,

the hilingual component was explicitly transitional,33

exit

from hilingual classes was delayed until the student could perform adequately in
suhject matter courses,

as well as demonstrate proficiency in English.

That

meant parents who wanted to prolong their child's hilingual instruction could
presumahly require

the district

to continue services if the child was not

performing adequately in mathematics.

For hilingual education proponents,

the

Guidelines were important leverage, hecause they placed federal policy squarely
hehind hilingual-hicultural programs as the appropriate program for LEP students.
On the other hand,

Dean Betsy Levin explains that the Lau Guidelines "were

poorly drafted and amhiguous, and were applied in piecemeal fashion across the
country, since they were remedies for districts found out of compliance" with
Title VI. 34

As with

Lau itself, the districts were not completely trapped hy

the Guidelines, which could he avoided hy providing an alternative, adequate
remediation for LEPs

(e.g.,

ESL)

or

could

administrative process and into the courts.
scrupulous compliance with the Guidelines,

he

fought

against

through

the

HEW could not explicitly require
precisely hecause

they were

not

administrative regulations.
Courts, however, could mandate programs comparahle to the Guidelines if a
district was found in violation of Title VI.
a hlessing.

If amhiguous,

For a court, the Guidelines can he

they are still a set of procedures which could he

adopted as a comprehensive remedy to the deleterious consequences accompanying a
district's Title VI violation.

Rather than relying on the delinquent district or

whatever expertise the plaintiffs might summon up, the court could appropriate
the work product of the federal agency responsihle for administrative enforcement
of Title VI.
instruction,

Given the fact
such a

that most plaintiffs were

remedy would generally placate them,

hicultural component were appended,

as provided in

district

Texas

courts

seeking hilingual

in New York and

5

especially i f a

the Guidelines.

formulated

Federal

remedies against school

districts mirroring the Guidelines' hilingual and hicultural components. 35
Plaintiffs have to face two ohstacles to the desired remedy:

Proving a

statutory violation, and then persuading the court that a program reflecting the
Guidelines was necessary to satisfy Title VI or to eradicate the effects of the
district's inadequate program.
hurdles.

Many suits have stumhled on one or hoth of these

In Arizona, a suit was filed against Tempe Elementary School District

No.3 hy a non-profit corporation suing on hehalf of the children of Guadalupe, a
community of 5,000 persons, most of whom are Mexican American or Indian. 36
Plaintiffs claimed that the district was acting discriminatorlly in failing to
provide educational programs "which take into account the special educational
needs

of Mexican American and Yaqui

Indian students. "37

deficiencies were inadequate hilingual instruction,

The

identified

an insufficient numher of

hilingual teachers of Mexican American or Yaqui descent, and a curriculum that
did not "even minimally reflect the historical contrihutions of

people of

appellants' descent to the State of Arizona and the United States."38

Plaintiffs

requested a maintenance hilingual program,
graduation

in

the

child's

native

which would ensure

language

and

English,

competence at
and

pervasive

hiculturalism throughout the curriculum.
The district court entered
plaintiffs appealed

judgment for

the school district,

and the

to

the Ninth Circuit, which put the dispute to rest hy
The cause of the plaintiffs' failure is
affirming the lower court's order. 39
easily discovered in the Circuit Court's decision.

Early in his opinion, Judge

Sneed notes that "in answer to interrogatories of the appellees and in argument
hefore the district court [plaintiffs] admitted

they did not complain of

school district's efforts to cure existing language deficiencies ... 40

the

Although

much discussion ensues, that ohservation ultimately slams the door on plaintiffs'
statutory and constitutional arguments. 41
The Court concludes, in its
constitutional holding,
requires nor
appellan ts.

prohihi ts

"we hold,
the

therefore,

hi1ingua1

that

the

and hicul tural

Constitution neither
education sought hy

Such matters are for the people to decide. "42

In assessing the

choices made hy Congress in Title VI and the Equal Educational Opportunity Act of
1974, the Court determines that the people's representatives have not required
districts to provide what the plaintiffs sought, even as a condition to receipt
of federal funds.
LEP children,

As long as the district responds appropriately to the needs of

effectively remediating their English language deficiency,
6

no

federal antihias statute has heen violated.
demonstrate
district. 43

any

statutory or

Essentially, plaintiffs failed to

cons ti tutional

violation

Proving discriminatory hehavior hy a district,

committed

hy

the

however, does not always

ensure plaintiffs that a court will adopt a remedial plan satisfying plaintiffs'
goals.

In the Denver desegregation litigation, the district court adopted the

"Cardenas Plan" to rectify the educational injuries to LEP students caused hy the
district.

The Cardenas Plan was particularly amhitious; the Tenth Circuit Court

of Appeals, in reviewing the district court's remedial order, ohserved that the
plan "requires an overhaul of
minorities. "44

the system's entire approach to education of

Suffice it to say, among its various elements were hilingual and

hicultural instruction.
The Tenth Circuit reversed the district court's decision to include
Cardenas Plan as a
proven against
vacated,

and

necessary

the

suhstantial overreaching of the constitutional violation

the district.

the case remanded

That portion of the district court's order was
for

determination of "the relief,

if any,

to ensure that Hispano and other minority children will have

opportunity to acquire proficiency in the English language. "45

the

Of course, it is

possihle that a modest hilingual and hicultural remedy might have survived an
appeal.

Certainly,

it would not have appalled

the appellate court or the

district.

The situation was further confused hy the needs of the desegregation

suit, and the implicit conflict hetween desegregation goals of racial and ethnic
mixing in schools and classrooms,
hilingual and hicultural plans. 46
The

and the ethnic isolation associated with

latter point may account

for

plaintiffs'

involving only the needs of LEP children.

successes in situations

Where plaintiffs can prove

the

district's statutory violation, preferahly demonstrating the ohvious inadequacy
of its current program, courts may he more receptive to comprehensive remedies,
especially if plaintiffs persuasively argue that such a program is necessary to
eliminate the consequences of extended neglect.
to have

Also, if the district is proven

intentionally discriminated against the LEP students, with either

reckless disregard for their interests or motivated hy invidiously discriminatory
attitudes, a court might he more receptive to a reparational remedy, compensating
the offense against the students.
remedies

is

Judicial hehavior in designing desegregation

often affected hy the grossly improper motives of a defendant
7

district. 47
The crucial hurden for

the plaintiff, ohviously, is to demonstrate the
violation of federal statutory or constitutional law. 48
As noted previously,
proving that a school district has violated the equal protection clause entails
generating adequate evidence of intentionally discriminatory activities.

The

opaque, amhiguous equal protection clause catalyzed the transformation of puhlic
schools heginning with Brown v. The Board of Education in 1954. 49 Emerging from
the requirement in
the delivery of

~

that puhlic schools may not discriminate invidiously in
this most essential puhlic service 50 to all children in the

cODmlunity is

the much less clear societal

opportunity.

To prove a violation of the equal protection clause when the issue

is

the

relative value of educational

wi thholding of

such services, 51

aspiration of

services,

as

equal educational

opposed

to

the

total

plaintiffs have the extraordinary hurden of

demonstrating that:
1.

The district

has

intentionally discriminated against

the plaintiff

children, depriving them of equal educational opportunity; or
2.

The distric t' s

educational

program,

as

it affects

the plaintiff

children, is wholly arhitrary and irrational.
Some school distric ts generousl y provided
intentional discrimination.
example.

Again,

the

requisite evidence of

Arizona case law provides a

pertinent

In 1951, an Arizona federal district court contemplated the practice in

Tolleson, Arizona of placing all Hispanic students in separate, inferior school
huilding.

The district's justification was

deficiencies.

However,

the

court

found

the children's English language

that

all Hispanic children were

segregated, irrespective of competence in English.

Under these circumstances,

omnihus segregation was descrihed as "discriminatory, illegal and void.,,52
now rare to find such indisputahle evidence of discriminatory animus.
resul ts one attrihutes
puhlic schools,

to

It is

Whatever

the explosion of constitutional litigation against

the increased involvement of school hoard attorneys in school

operations to avoid providing "smoking gun" evidence is certain.
Decisions often develop along

the

lines of

the Guadalupe case.

The

district's program in that instance, while neither what plaintiffs wanted nor
what

the Lau Guidelines descrihed, was adequate to the single task improving

LEPs' English language performance.

The Ninth Circuit concluded that adoption of
8

the program was not, therefore, arhitrary or capricious, and that its selection
did not create any inference of improper motive.

Even if plaintiffs had proven

their preferred option was more effective at developing English proficiency, they
would still have lost,

as

the court would not

have

intervened

unless

the

district's program was not minimally developing students' English proficiency.
This resolution is completely consistent with the Supreme Court's conclusion
in San Antonio I.S.D. v. Rodriguez 53
that educational programs, especially if
attempting to extend educational henefits in an increasingly equitahle fashion,
are not unconstitutional simply hecause hetter options may exist.

The Rodriguez

Court did imply a different result where a plaintiff suffers the ahsolute denial
of

"an opportunity

to acquire

the

hasic minimal skills necessary for

enjoyment of the rights of speech and of full participation in

the

the political

process. "54
Although this narrow, potential corridor has generated scholarly
comment 55 and, more or less, provided an opportunity for the Court to assist the
children of undocumented aliens in Texas,56 it seems an unlikely avenue for
plaintiffs who want

to

compel

the replacement of

ESL with hilingual

and

hicultural programs.

As a general proposition, it will he very difficult to show

that any program constitutes intentional discrimination unless it is completely
failing

to

eliminate English deficiencies.

protection claim should fail,

even if

Therefore,

they prove

plaintiffs'

the program is

equal

relatively

unsuccessful, so long as the program's deficiencies arise from constitutionally
neutral reasons (e.g., districtwide resource limitations versus the helief that
LEPs do not deserve as much as English proficient students).

School districts

should win such suits unless virtually doing nothing.
Lau,
Title VI.

however, would seem to offer greater promise in its application of
The

Lau Court interpreted Title VI as imposing a lesser evidentiary

hurden on plaintiffs:

Evidence of discriminatory educational effects

proved

plaintiff's case (i.e.• , the district's motivation in creating such effects was
not important).

Having proved the violation, plaintiff could then pursue as

hroad a remedy as the court was willing to adopt,
program contours of

the

precisely Justice Powell,
Regents

v.

Bakke, 57

Lau Guidelines.

pointing to

the suggested

Then the Supreme Court, or more

threatened that result in University of California

suggesting

that

Title VI

only proscrihes

classifications outlawed hy the Fourteenth Amendmen t,
invidious racial classifications.

i.e.,

racial

intentional,

Some lower courts adopted this suggestibnas a

9

holding, presuming that the Court had effectively overruled Lau' s holding that
discriminatory effects violated Title VI.58
However,

in Guardians Association of New York City Police Department v.

Civil Service Commission,

a

partially agreeing opinions,

Bakke-like decision
the

constructed of multiple,

Court retained the discriminatory effects

standard of Lau, at least so long as Title Vi's implementing regulations impose
the requirement that recipients of federal funds avoid discriminatory effects as
a condition of receiving the funds .59

Guardians reaffirms the burden of proof

holding in Lau, which imposed an obligation on districts to altar programs i f
they resulted

in

discriminatory effects.

However,

Lau' s

holding can be

overturned simply by reducing the administrative regulations' effects standard to
the statute's intent standard.
There remains one federal antibias statute explicitly affecting educational
programs for LEP students,

the Equal Educational Opportunities Act

(hereafter

Section 1703( f)

the EEOA). 60

of

the EEOA commands

of

1974

that public

educational agencies not "deny equal educational opportunity ••• on account of •••
race, color, sex or national origin by...

the failure by an educational agency

to take appropriate action to overcome language barriers
participation in ••• its instructional programs. "61

that

impede equal

This section of the act was

described by President Nixon, who proposed the legislation, as "an educational
bill of rights for Mexican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Indians and others who start
under language handicaps. "62

HEW Secretary Eliot Richardson described the

central focus of the Section 1703(f) as providing non-English speaking children
with an affirmative right to a bilingual education. 63
As usual, Congress did not express any intentions regarding what one must
prove

to

show a violation of section 1703( f),

disparate effects.

discriminatory motivations or

The Fifth Circuit in Casteneda Pickard interpreted Section

1703( f) as imposing no greater burden of proof on plaintiffs than evidence of
unsatisfactory effects, thus repeating the essential holding of Lau that schools
must affirmatively respond to the special language needs of LEP students. 64
Having decided the burden of proof standard,
whether

the

statutory requirement

the Fifth Circuit then pondered

that districts

take "appropriate action"

encompassed a more precise obligation than Title VI's requirement that districts
do something, so long as the results were satisfactory.

Plaintiffs predictably

urged on the court a construction of "appropriate action" necessitating at least
10

bilingual programs.

The court concluded, however, that Section 1703(f) did not

embody a congressional mandate that any particular form of remedy be uniformly
adopted.

If Congress wished to intrude so extraordinarily on the local

district's traditional curricular discretion, i t must speak more explicitly.
This conclusion was buttressed by the congressional use of "appropriate action,"
in the statute, instead of "bilingual education."65
However, the court proceeded, Congress did require districts to adopt an
appropriate program, and, by creating a cause of action in federal court to
enforce section 1703(f), left to federal judges the task of determining whether a
given program is appropriate.

The court noted, somewhat forlornly, that Congress

had also provided virtually no guidance in the statute or its brief legislative
history on what it intended by selecting appropriateness as
standard.

Continuing with obvious reluctance,66

the operative

the court prescribed a mode of

analysis for a Section 1703(f) case:
1.

The court will determine whether the District's program is "informed by
an educational theory recognized as sound by some experts in the field
or, at least, deemed a legitimate experimental strategy."

The court

explici tly declined to act as arbitrator among competing theorists.
The dispositive question is whether

~

justification exists, not the

relative merits of competing alternatives.
2.

The court will de termine whether the District is implementing its
program in a reasonably effective manner (e.g., adequacy of funding).

3.

The court will determine whether the program, after operating long
enough to be a legitimate trial, produces results indicating language
barriers are being overcome.

A plan that is initially appropriate may

have to be jettisoned if expectations are not met, or if the district's
circumstances significantly change, so that the original plan is no
longer sufficient. 67
Although the Ninth Circuit did not articulate this mode of analysis in the
Guadalupe organization decision, its result is perfectly consistent with it, and
reflects the limits of this interpretation of Section 1703(f).

In that case, the

plaintiffs failed to prove that the district's program ineffectively
children's English language difficulties.

~emedied

the

It is certain that whatever program

the district was using met Casteneda t s substantive requirement that it be
"informed by an educational theory recognized as sound by some experts."
11

That is

damning with praise, of course, as virtually any program can attract !2!! expert
support, assuming the concept of sufficient expertness to testify is given its
normal broad meaning. 68 ESL, immersion or other English language only programs
can certainly marshal supporters for a beleaguered school district, fighting off
demands for more extensive programs.

However, evidence that a district's

program, which has been operating long enough to constitute a "legitimate trial,"
continues to produce unsatisfactory educational results among LEP students (in
terms of their English language proficiency or their subject matter competence)
should be grounds for arguing a statutory violation, requiring a compensatory
remedy which not only achieves
lingering effects of

statutory compliance,

the violation.

but also eliminates

Thus, while it is easier to prove a

violation of Section 1703(f) than of the equal protection clause or courts will
undouhtedly shy from initially prescrihing a comprehensive remedy, if defendant
offers a plausihle, less expensive alternative, and will always be reluctant to
impose a

"sanctioning"

remedy,

discriminatory motives.

especiall y in

the absence of

invidiously

If Casteneda is an accurate predictor of judicial

behavior, courts still will act with great circumspection in matters encroaching
on districts' traditional curricular discretion.
Given this narrow range of litigation prospects for plaintiffs, the Reagan
administration's decision to withdraw a set of proposed bilingual administrative
regulations,

devised

by

the

Department

of

Education during the Carter
The regulations, meant to
administration, takes on additional significance. 69
implement Title VI, were a distillation of the Lau Guidelines, and would have
given the force of law to a federal preference for hilingual instruction for LEP
students.

By setting out clear standards

for Title VI compliance,

regulations would have ameliorated the difficulty of

proving

that

the

the mere

ahsence of bilingual program constitutes a violation of Title VI.

Absent these

prescriptive,

a minimall y

substantive requirements (the current

adequate ESL program should

suffice

to avoid

situation),

a Title VI violation.

The

regulations also might have suggested to the courts that "appropriate" in section
1703( f)

requires a bilingual program for LEP children.

These prospects were

nullified, however, by the withdrawal of the regulations,

accompanied by the

suggestion from the Secretary of

the Department of Education that the states
should decide what is appropriate. 70
In

summary t

nei ther

federal

statutes nor

12

the Constitution offer much

assistance to proponents of bilingual and bicultural education programs.

If a

nonhilingual program exists which is minimally satisfactory at promoting LEPs'
English proficiency,
Obviously,

the Constitution would seem to require nothing more.

that implies a

component should suffice.

pure ESL program wi th absolutely no

bicul tural

Title VI and section 1703{f) do seem to require

something more, in that they focus on the adequacy of a program's outcomes, not
the district's motivation for adopting it.

A well-intended, but inept program

will violate both, if the educational ineffectiveness can be proven.
shown in

the Guadalupe Organization decision,

However, as

the statutory goal is only a

reasonably effective transition to adequate English proficiency.

When

the

district's program is accomplishing that, it is time to see if state law provides
any recourse.
Looking Still to the Courts:

State Law

For many years, Arizona approached rather simply the issue of language
instruction: all instruction in public schools had to be conducted in English. 71
Section IS-70S of the Arizona Revised Statutes (hereafter "ARS") still retains
the traditional requirement that "all schools shall be conducted in English ... 72
However,

in 1969,

the legislature modified

this section

to

permit

special

programs of bilingual instruction in the first eight grades i f students have
English deficiencies "because they are from an environment wherein another
language is spoken primarily or exclusively. ,.

A final section of the statute

makes a teacher's failure to comply an unprofessional act, resulting in mandatory
certificate revocation. 73
Section
section

15-707 sets out the dimensions of programs created pursuant to

IS-70S.

Among the more significant elements of this section is the

ceiling of four years of bilingual instruction for any child.

That limitation

eases the complexity of drafting a provision for determining when· a student
should exit the bilingual program.

For example,

the Lau Guidelines and

the

proposed (then withdrawn) administrative regulations for the Title VI differed on
student exit criteria.

The proposed regulations provided for

termination of

bilingual services when a student no longer lacked English proficiency.

That

point was reached when the student's English was superior to the primary language
or when the student tesced above the 30th percentile in English.

Under the Lau

Guidelines a student is retained in a bilingual program until he can achieve
adequately in subject matter courses as well as in English. 74
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Bilingual education statutes in other states,
regulations,

are usually keyed

like the proposed federal

to a student's acquiring

sufficient English

proficiency to succeed in suhject matter classes taught only in English.

After

amending its statute in 1981, Texas permits a district to transfer an LEP out of
hilingual services "if the student is ahle to participate equally in a regular
all-English instructional program. ,,75
its program exit standard. 76

california uses quite similar language in

Arizona's section 15-707 also specifies that a hilingual program must he
additive to the regular course of instruction prescrihed in puhlic schools. 77 It
is not particularly clear what this provision demands.

An uncomplicated reading

of the provision would limit instruction in the students primary language to
coursework aimed specifically at developing English proficiency.
student must he taught all other suhject matters

!!!.

the

English, although language

remediation instruction can utilize the primary language.
nei ther

Thus,

This interpretation is

supported nor negated hy the statutory definition of hilingual

instruction in section 15-707(D), which descrihes hilingual

instruction as

"instruction through the media of English and another language for understanding,
speaking, reading and writing."

Given this interpretation, which appears the

only logical construction of section 15-707's language, school districts should
not teach math, social studies, art or any other suhject matter course except in
English.

The LEP may receive special hilingual services during the day, hut must

attend and participate with his English-speaking classmates during instruction in
any prescrihed courses.

This approach would assure either student frustration

and failure, or systematic violation of the statute hy districts or individual
teachers. 78
The administrative regulations of

the Arizona State Board of Education 79

amplify on the sparse statutory language,

hut hardly diminish the murkiness.

Regulation 7-2-306(B)(3) defines hi lingual instruction as utilizing hoth English
and

the primary language "to the extent necessary to allow the

s tuden ts

to

achieve competence in the English language and to enahle studen ts to progress
effectively through

the

educational

system."

In suhsection

regulation, participating districts are required to ·"correlate"

(C)

of

this

the hilingual

program with district curriculum to ensure that LEPs "may progress effectively
through

the educational system."

Finally,

in suhsection (C)(7),

the Board

provides some specificity hy pointing out that while special instruction
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in

English shall be provided to all LEPs in the program, "English instruction alone
is not sufficient at the elementary level."

The Board is presumably indicating

that for elementary grade LEPs the participating districts must provide subject
matter instruction in the primary language, so that the bilingual instruction may
"correlate" with the regular curriculum.

Assuming that is what the Board intends

(and its manner of expressing its command is obviously oblique), the regulation
exceeds a reasonable reading of the language of section 15-707.

If so, the

regulation is in conflict with the express (if unclear) mandate of the statute
and void. 80
In any event, an Arizona school district has no obligation to provide
specialized instruction to LEPs under state law.

Both statutory sections which

describe and permit bilingual programs are expressly permissive, leaving with the
local board the decision whether to offer any bilingual instruction.

A further

example of the State's unrestrictive attitude towards LEP services is found in
section 15-744, which sets out exemptions from the general statutory requirement
that all students annually take a nationally standardized achievement test.
Under section 15-744 (B), the school board may exempt students who are non
English monolingual or LEPs, but only for three years, and only if during those
three years, those students are enrolled in "a basic instructional program in the
pupils' native language. ',81
It is interesting to contrast with subsection (B) the exemptive language in
subsection (A), which protects the interests of handicapped students.

Enumerated

categories of handicapped students are absolutely exempted (e.g., trainable and
educable mental retardates, visually and hearing impaired, and multiply and
seriously emotionally handicapped).

While the justification for excluding these

students is evident, this discrepancy between mandatory services for handicapped
and permissive services for LEPs is repeated in Section 15-763, which requires
that districts ensure that "all handicapped children shall receive special
education programming commensurate with their abilities and needs."

Bilingual

education advocates can only envy this assurance of the handicapped's educational
enti tlemen t,

contained in great detail both in state and federal laws and

administrative regulations.
Although federal law protects LEPs' access to
specialized services, certainly there is no promise of bilingual instruction
under federal Arizona law. 82
Another significant aspect of Arizona's bilingual policy is the preclusion
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of bilingual instruction beyond the eighth grade.

Section 15-705' s exemption

from English only instruction lapses after the first eight grades.

Thus,

class in high school should be taught in a language other than English.

no
The

State Board of Education has attempted to mitigate this precise limitation in its
regulations.

In regulation R7-2-306(A),

the Board interprets this statute to

permit (not require, of course) "special instruction in English" to high school
grade LEPs.

This special instruction normally would take the form of ESL.83

Certainly, under federal law, a district could not ignore a high school LEPts
special educational needs, and must take affirmative steps to open the program of
instruction.

Nothing in federal law,

however,

requires

that the affirmative

steps involve bilingual instruction.
The

Board

is not satisfied with stating as an option a

obligations under federal law.
provide

district's

The same regulation continues that districts "may

bilingual education to such high school students where required by

Federal statutes, regulations or pursuant to conditions of Federal grants."
clause manages to be both ill-considered and illegal.
absolutely

~

This

As discussed previously,

federal statute or regulation requires bilingual instruction.

It

is unlikely, for the foreseeable future, that bilingual instruction for any high
school student will he required, either as a condition on federal educational
funds (e .g., under Title VI or a similar statute) or as a general affirmative
obligation arising under the Fourteenth Amendment or a statute enforCing its
provisions.
part of

a

The only occasion when federal law has required
judicially-imposed remedy. 84

regulation is effectively meaningless.

Thus,

bilingualism is as

the first contingency in the

If required by a federal court to supply

bilingual instruction to high school students, based on Title VI, section 1703(f)
or the

Fourteenth Amendment,

a

district certainly need not

rely on
dispensation of the State Board of Education from state statutory limits. 85

the

The second contingency in the regulation, purporting to release districts
seeking to comply with the conditions of a federal grant, simply ignores the law.
If a federal grant program offers special funds tied to the sole condition that
participants provide bilingual instruction during the high school years,

the

district has

law

the quite simple obligation to ignore

expressly prohibits satisfaction of
grant funds.

the

the program.

State

triggering condition attached

to the

The federal government certainly has the power to attach such a

condition, but neither the district nor the State Board of Education can avoid
16

the clearcut limitations imposed by state law. 86

The State Board's regulation,

however, holds out a false promise to school districts that they may acquiesce to
a grant's conditions,

if under the extreme duress of

threatened loss of

the

accompanying funds.
The apparently seductive tendency to release school districts from the
inflexibility of state law is continued in a recent opinion by the State Attorney
General. 87
The opinion acknowledges the rather indefinite requirements of
federal laws, concluding that the mandate is essentially provision of effective
service, rather than of a specific methodology.

Of course, an effectiveness

standard admits the possibility that bilingual instruction may be required beyond
the state's four year limit, if that is in fact necessary.

Generally, only a

court should impose such a requirement, as it is in direct opposition to state
law.

Absent a court order, school districts should assiduously comply with state

limits.

That would

certainly

seem

to

be

a

reasonable

expectation.

Unfortunately, the Attorney General has now advised school districts to provide
further bilingual instruction if, in a particular circumstance, four years has
not adequately prepared a student.

The districts are left to make ad hoc

determinations, on an individual student basis,

whether .. particular facts"

indicate that the student needs further bilingual instruction to participate
"equally" in the school's regular program of instruction.
While

ostensibly

liberating

for

districts

that

support

bilingual

instructional methods, the opinion actually places schools in an implausible vise
of competing demands.

On

the one hand,

state law inescapably commands

termination of bilingual instruction after four years or at the beginning of the
ninth grade.

Now, in the estimation of the Attorney General, school officials

are required by federal law to determine individually when more than four years
is required.

Given

the relative impossibUi ty of proving that bilingual

instruction is ever required, or that ESL cannot competently replace bilingual
instruction after four years (or less), it is perfectly unclear what "particular
facts" will justify abrogation of state law requirements.

Further, a substantive

standard of "particular facts" as the justification for ignoring state law is
impossibly unclear (e.g., even i f a given child cannot after four years of
bilingual instruction participate "equally"

in

the

regular, English only

curriculum, whatever that means, does that fact prove a need for more bilingual
instruction or merely for additional specialized English language instruction,
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utilizing ESL techniques?)

What if that individual determination is incorrect?

What sanctions may he imposed against a district violating state law, presumahly
hy the Attorney Generalts office?

Finally, this opinion suhjects districts to a

potential political maelstrom of external pressures.

Advocates and opponents of

hilingual instruction cannot agree whether it is initially necessary.

How can

the question of the necessity for additional hilingual instruction he rationally
resolved?

Irrespective of this new "guidance," Arizona school districts would he

well served to cautiously comply wi th current Arizona statutes.

If more

hilingual instruction is to he required, let that decision come as a result of a
court order.
In sum, the only way to violate state laws respecting hilingual education is
to offer too much.

Ahsolutely nothing is required, and the maximum permissihle

could he quite minuscule.

No mention is made anywhere in the Education Code of

hicultural instruction, as well.
hicultural instruction.

Other states have frequently wed hilingual and
For instance, Massachusetts t "Transitional BiliBgual

Education" law,88 defines a program in transitional hilingual education as
including instruction .. in the history and culture of the country, terri tory or
geographical area which is the native land of the parents of children ••• enrolled
in the program••• "89

Both California and Wisconsin have passed "hilingual

hicultural" acts, and Texas and New Mexico require consideration of LEPs cultural
hackground in the creation of hilingual instructional programs, whatever that
might intend.

Some legislatures have made explicit statements of state policy or

legislative findings which tie hiculturalism to the hilingual needs of the state.
Suffice it to say, neither the Arizona legislation nor even the normally
amhitious interpretations of the State Board of Educationts administrative
regulations raise the necessity of hicul turalism as part of the state t s
educational policy.
The Legal Adequacy of Arizonats Bilingual Education Statutes
A school district hewing undeviatingly to the Arizona statutes, even. i f
providing the maximum program explicitly permitted, would inevitahly violate
federal law.

One ohvious example is the total disregard under state statutory

law of the special educational needs of secondary school LEPs.

To offer such

students the same curriculum availahle to English proficient students, with
ahsolutely no additional services, would certainly he a violation of hoth section
1703(f) of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act, Title VI and, quite likely, the
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equal protection clause.

Conversely,

if a district chose to provide a

transitional hilingual program through the eighth grade and continued services in
high school with ESL, and the resultant program was not grossly ineffectual, it
should he ahle to withstand any lawsuit.

Even if a district chose to provide

only ESL services in all grades, Arizona statutes would certainly permit it.
course,

the failure to provide hicultural instruction at all levels of

Of
the

educational program would he irrelevant under state law.
Such a program (ESL only with no hicultural component) while satisfying
state law, would certainly fall far short of the Lau Guidelines.

If the proposed

administrative regulations developed during the Carter administration had hecome
effec tive,

then any Arizona school dis trict suhject to Title VI (i.e., a

recipient of federal funds) would have heen ohligated to provide services
inconsistent with state statutory limits (e.g. suhject matter instruction in the
primary language until the student is adequately proficient in English).

That

might have required all school districts receiving federal funds either to
violate state statutes or to hecome ineligihle to participate in federal
educational programs.

As discussed previously, although ostensihly permitted to

ignore state law hy current State Board regulations, Arizona schools would have
heen precluded from federal programs.

The withdrawal of the regulations hy the

Reagan administration effectively moots this intriguing prospect.

A district

could still find itself confronting a Department of Education demand that it
satisfy the

~

Guidelines to rectify a Title VI violation.

Where the Guidelines

exceed the state's ceiling on permissihle services, a district should demure from
such a demand even at the cost of its federal funds.
Also, a plaintiff might hring suit in federal court against a district,
relying on section 1703(f), Title VI or the equal protection clause.

If a court

concluded that the district's program violated federal law, full compliance with
or limitations under state law would he an unavailing response.
plaintiff's equal protection claims would

However, the

turn on proving intentional

discrimination hy the district, and claim hrought under 'section 1703(f) and Title
VI would require proof that the program's results after a reasonahle trail period
were inadequate. That a hetter or more desirahle (at least to the plaintiff)
alternative exists would simply not win under any federal statute or the
Cons ti tu t ion. 90
A plaintiff .could contemplate attacking the Arizona statutes directly,
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rather than litigating the adequacy of a single district's program.
logical grounds for attacking the

facial

statutes would be equal protection.
case is optimal,
structure.

constitutionality of

The most

the Arizona

For the truly reform minded, this type of

sweeping away in one judgement

the offending statutory

The paradigm equal protection cases are the Brown v. Board of

Education diad,91 which vitiated the school segregation statutes, and their
lineal descendant is Serrano v. Priest,92 which disassembled California's school
financing system.

Both cases precipitated systemic reform, most immediately in

the statutory framework that had to he replaced.
Unfortunately,

the Brown-Serrano line was abruptly halted by Rodriguez, 93

which preserved great latitude for the states in selecting the manner in which
educational services are delivered.

While an absolute denial of educational

services will rarely, if ever, he countenanced,94 courts will not enter disputes
over how resources are allocated or what pedagogy is employed.

Arizona's

bilingual legislation is relatively new (it has been modified as recently as
1981), and basically reformatory (it seeks to extend more educational services
than previous legislation).

If the dispute is substantially a methodological

controversy over the merits of bilingual instruction versus ESL, there is little
reason to expect that a court will intervene.
A recent Supreme Court deciSion, reviving a rather obscure approach

to

analyzing discriminatory policies, potentially creates another equal protection
argument against Arizona's bilingual legislation.
adopted in

1978 a

plan

After the Seattle School Board

to voluntarily desegregate its schools, utilizing

extensive busing and mandatory pupil reassignment,
Washington passed

Ini tiative 350,

statewide neighborhood school policy.

the voters of the State of

a referendum that essentially mandated a
However,

the Initiative also set out a

series of broad exceptions to the neighborhood school policy, which permi tted
schools to bus students for virtually any purpose except racial integration.
Ini tiative was quickly challenged on equal protection grounds.

The

A federal

district court invalidated. the statute as an impermissible racial classification,
and after its judgment was affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals, the Supreme
Court granted certiorari.
courts. 95

It subsequently affirmed the decisions of both lower

The basic premise of the Supreme Court's decision was that Initiative· 350
placed special burdens on racial minorities within the governmental process, in
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violation of the equal protection clause's guarantee that racial minorities have
the right to full participation in the political life of the community.

The

primary source of this principle was Hunter v. Erickson ,96 a 1970 decision in
which the Court vitiated a referendum preventing Akron, Ohio's city council from
enacting any fair housing ordinances.

The Court had also relied on the Hunter

doctrine in a 1971 summary affirmance of a three-j udge district court's
invalidation of a New York statute removing the authority of some state and local
educational officials to implement any voluntary integration plans. 97
Since
1971, hO'Wever, Hunter played no particular role in desegregation law, until .the
Seattle decision.
The common error in all three Hunter-type cases was the exercise of state
power "in such a way as to place special, and therefore impermissible, burdens on
minority

interests. ,,98

A crucial indicator

that

the state had acted

impermissibly was a substantial reallocation of governmental authority, using the
racial nature of a decision to determine the decision making process.

Thus, in

the Seattle situation, local school boards retained discretion to order busing of
students for essentially all reasons except integrating schools.

In order to

institute a program of busing for racial balance, the local board would have to
seek new legislation or

a controverting initiative.

Wben that single

educational policy decision moved from a local board level to a state level, the
Court described the change as a "maj or reordering of the state's decision making
process."99

That meant, concluded the Court, that the Initiative's reallocation

of pO'Wer constituted a "meaningful and unjustified distinction based on race/' lOO
The use of the Hunter doctrine against Arizona's bilingual education
statutes involves a similar alteration of the normal educational decision making
process to the explicit detriment of ethnic minorities.

The bilingual statutes

alone, among all the curriculum-related provisions of Arizona's education code,
both restrict the amount and prescribe the methodology of instruction a student
can receive.

Other statutes require or authorize that certain subject be taught,

such as free enterprise,101 oral and silent reading,102 and instruction in state
and federal constitutions. 103 A parent group seeking ~ instruction in free
enterprise need only persuade the local board, which has the power to establish
that additional requirement .104

HO'Wever, a parent group desiring a secondary

level bilingual program cannot succeed by persuading the local school board; even
if the board is agreeable, state law prohibits such an educational program.
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This

policy decision can be reversed only on a statewide basis, despite the expansive
authority otherwise given local boards
minima.

Under Arizona law,

to create programs which exceed state

there is no minimum requirement

for

bilingual

programs, only an explicit maximum.
Legislative

control over

bilingual programs is a

familiar

pattern.

Virtually all state bilingual education statutes have prescriptive maxima on what
schools may offer.

Shelton points out that there has been a tendency to mOve

from local option to state mandate in bilingual education. lOS
discovered few other examples
curriculum,
bilingual

with

of

legislation excluding

the exception of

statutes

are

effectively

However, she also

from the
sectarian or religious matter. 106
Most
selective

subj ec ts

exclusions,

although

accurately, what the statutes are excluding is a methodology,

more

rather than a

subject.

In Arizona, bilingual instruction is excluded except in rather narrowly
defined circumstances. 107
The

constitutional basis for state regulation of schools has long been

established.

In 1924, the Supreme Court stated:

No question is raised concerning the power of the State reasonably to
regulate all schools...

to require...

that certain studies

plainly

essential to good citizenship must be taught, and nothing be taught
which is manifestly inimical to the public welfare. 10B
The legislature is required by Arizona's Constitution to "enact such laws as
shall provide for

the establishment and maintenance of a general and uniform

school system. "109

The general conduct and supervision of

that system is

constitutionally vested in the "State Board of Education, a State Superintendent
of Public Instruction, county school superintendents, and such governing boards
for the State institutions as may be provided by law. "110

There is no question

that the State has plenary control over public education, including the common
school curriculum. 111

The Legislature and State Board of Education have long

permitted substantial curricular discretion to settle at the local board level.
As respects bilingual instruction, however, this discretion is denied to local
officials.
Connecting this "reallocation of decision making" to the equal protection
clause via the Hunter doctrine requires a persuasive argument that legislative
controls on bilingual education constitute a special burden on Arizona's minority
22

population.

The situation in Arizona is comparable to that in Washington after

Initiative 350.

Bilingual proponents, disproportionately Hispanic or other

minorities, are unable to locally achieve their curricular reforms.

That makes

creation or enhancement of bilingual programs, peculiarly beneficial to minority
groups,

uniquely difficult,

minority groups.
bilingual

and

thereby undeniably burdens

the interests of

The reallocation of curricular decision making, as respects

ins truction, can be described as an impermissible, meaningful and

unjustified distinction based on ethnicity, as bilingual programs little affect
Anglo students.
The Hunter rationale appears to neatly fit this situation.

There is no room

for the State to argue that bilingual methodologies are inherently "inimical to
the

public welfare,"

and

thereby regulable under Pierce,

as

the legislative

concession of !2!!! permissive bilingual instruction militates against such a
claim.

However, much of the rhetoric against bilingualism posits the existence

of a critical point, beyond which additional bilingual instruction threatens to
unravel

the fabric of American society.112

The dialogue and research on the

effects of bilingualism offer strong opposing arguments.

In such a si tuation,

the Legislature's discretionary decision to adopt an essentially compromise
position normally would be untouchable.
futility

of

generally.

litigating against

this

Review of the case law indicates the
type of educational

policy decision

However, the Hunter rationale provides a plausible avenue of attack,

one which has not previously been utilized or sugges ted in bilingual education
litigation.
For all

its

plausibility,

a Hunter based equal protection assault on

Arizona's statutory limits on bilingual instruction could well fail.

The harm to
minority educational interests in the Seattle case is compelling and familiar. 113
Racial integration of public schools has been the announced goal of our country
for almost thirty years.

Since the Supreme Court delivered its imprimatur to

busing in 1971,114 busing has been an integral, if continuously controversial,
method of attaining that goal, particularly in urban school systems. 115
There have been innumerable efforts to curb busing for racial integration,
both through state and federal legislation. 116 In the face of yet another effort
to eradicate integrative busing, the Court would have to ignore reality to find
the Initiative racially neutral.

The Court noted that "We find i t difficult to

believe that (the State's argument that Initiative 350 was racially neutral) is
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seriously advanced ••• for despite its facial neutrality there is little douht the
initiative was drawn for racial purposes.,,1l7

Arizona's hilingual statutes,

while devastating for hilingual education proponents, are not as inescapahly an
effort to harm minority interests or to impede the educational progress of LEPs.
The consequence of
integration is a
schools .118

eliminating husing as a mechanism for urhan school

high prohahility of continued racial

isolation

in

the

However, even under Arizona's hilingual policy, which terminates

hilingual instruction after a student has received four years or reached

the

ninth grade, language remediation may still he provided, usually in the form of
ESL or some other English language immersion techniques.

A student who remains

deficient in English after his eligihility for hilingual instruction has lapsed
still has a legal right under Title VI and section 1703(f) to the educational
assistance necessary to open the school's instructional program to him.

The most

significant point is that a comprehensive ESL or total immersion program,
effective,
federal law.

if

can completely replace all hilingual instruction under state and
Moreover,

there is a large body of professional and lay opinion
supporting the removal of hilingual instruction, for a variety of reasons. 1l9
The application of the Hunter analysis to Arizona's hilingual legislation hecomes

-

vulnerahle on an essential pOint:

What harm to minority interests actually
,

results from this reallocation of educational decision making, if no LEP is being
denied adequate educational services?
One reply can he extracted from the Seattle opinion.

The Court had to

respond to the State's argument that husing for integration is not a peculiarly
"racial" issue at all.

As the dissenters argued, "It is far from clear that in

the ahsence of a constitutional violation, mandatory husing necessarily henefits
racial minorities or that it is even viewed with favor hy racial minorities."120
There have heen for some time hoth questions and criticisms from the minor! ty
community over the strategy of making school integration the sine qua non of the
civil rights movement .121

Yet,

ostensihle dilemma quite simply:

the majority opinion in Seattle resolves this
"For present purposes,

it is enough

that

minorities may consider husing for integration to he °legislation that is in
their hest interests' •••
to

Given the racial focus of Initiative 350, this suffices

trigger application of the Hunter doctrine."122

Despite divisions among

language minorities over the desirahility of hilingual instruction, 123

a court

should reasonahly conclude that language minorities "may consider" it in their
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hest interest.

The discriminatory focus of the state's restrictive legislation

then might trigger the Hunter doctrine as well.
To apply the Hunter doctrine to a hilingual case, however, would raise a
"floodgates" fear.

The Seattle dissenters were strongly opposed to the decision

in suhstantial part hecause
educational policy making.

it

intruded on

traditional state autonomy in

The majority opinion, as well, acknowledged the usual

primacy of state discretion, hut proceeded when convinced racially discriminatory
motives existed.

Some reluctance

on the part of even the majority might he

anticipated if the Hunter doctrine was appropriated to the needs of some other
plaintiff class.

In a strongly contested, narrowly successful situation, like

the Seattle decision, it is well to restrain sanguinity ahout extending the
principles or analysis to quite different disputes. 124
Ultimately, the ohservation must he made that the history and magnitude of
plaintiff successes

in desegregation suits are far different from that of

hilingual litigation.

To transport doctrine or analYSis from a desegregation

case into a hilingual dispute is to attempt traversing a wide gap in societal
attitudes and case outcomes.

It

further complicates the effort that school

desegregation is the hurnished legacy of
years of unrelenting litigation and

~

and the source of more than 30

legislation.

In some

sense,

school

desegregation has heen the single precursor to a racially harmonious, integrated
society,

the millennium.

Bilingualism is associated wi th separatism and

a

racially, ethnically fragmented society.125
Christian Science Monitor echoed a familiar criticism:
of multiculturalism may he working against

"A sentimental emhracing

the assimilation so necessary to

ensure that the United States remains a unified nation."126

While desegregation

is necessary to achieving the fullest measure of a democratic society, the apogee
of our nationhood,

hilingual education hecomes

diversion from that

task and a possihly fatal

the

converse, a dangerous

step towards disunity.

This

crucial difference in the symholic identities of these two policies cannot he
held irrelevant to the prospects for applying the Hunter doctrine to hilingual
litigation. 127
One other avenue for legal relief must he investigated.

After Rodriguez,

school finance reformers discovered state constitutions.

Puhlic education is
virtually always explicitly guaranteed hy state constitutions. 128
Some
courts (usually state courts) have declared school financing systems in violation
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of a state's educational guarantees.

In the first example of such litigation,

the New Jersey Supreme Court concluded that the state's school aid formula failed
to provide the "thorough and efficient" public school system promised by the New
Jersey Constitution. 129
The analysis in that case and comparable decisions
basically reproduced the equal protection analysis in Serrano v. Priest and its
pre-Rodriguez successors.

The

focus was

still on denial of educational

opportunity caused by the discriminatory effects of a state's aid formula.
Arizona's constitution requires the legislature to provide "a general and
uniform public school system. "DO

Taken literally,

this phase might seem to

justify or mandate strict uniformity in treatment of students.

Courts have

generally interpreted a "uniformity" requirement less than rigidly, looking for
systematic, not particularized uniformi ty.

The

uniformi ty requirement

is

satisfied if the legislature provides "statewide a general and uniform method for
establishing schools in every county. "131

Therefore, the state would satisfy

this general sense of uniformity, although permitting different instructional
programming for LEPs than for English proficient students.
The key issue would be whether the uniform and general obligation creates a
substantive entitlement which the legislature is failing to meet for LEPs.
an argument might proceed along the lines that

Such

the essential responsi bili ty

created by this constitutional entitlement is equal opportunity for all children
in Arizona.

To satisfy the uniformity requirement, the legislature must provide

all categories of children with a similar opportunity to develop their potential
and to henefit from educational services.
guaran teed,

no

class

opportunities provided

of

children

While individual outcomes are not

should

be

generally deprived of

to other classes of children.

An

absolute

the

limit on

bilingual instruction creates an artificial barrier to LEPs' fully benefitting
from educational services,

and,

consequently,

the educational system deviates

from uniformity to the detriment of this class of children.

An uniform system

would permit bilingual services necessary to secure educational benefits for LEPs
comparable to those enjoyed by all other classes of children.
Even if superficially attractive,
deadened.

such an argument seems a

complete

In 1973,

the Arizona Supreme Court considered whether the state's
school financing system violated the general and uniform clause. 132
Although

concluding that education was a fundamental right for Arizona students, the Court
held that any rational method of financing schools would be constitutionally
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acceptable, unless wholly capricious or discriminatory.

The substance of a

plaintiff's claim against the bilingual statutes would be either irrationality or
discrimination.

Arguing that this legislative choice is completely irrational

would be bootless, because this approach is certainly sustained by some portion
of the professional literature and is not per se impermissible.

Further, other

statutes have adopted similar approaches.
The same facts would make overwhelming the burden of

proving that

individous, discriminatory intent motivated passage of this legislation.

No

inference of improper motive would flow from this legislative choice, because the
diversity of statutory models both validates Arizona's choice and demonstrates no
common agreement on the plaintiffs' alternative.

A court invalidating Arizona's

legislative choice in bilingual education would be disregarding not only the
legislative policy making function,
justification.

but also

the presence of educational

Certainly, that could be characterized as judicial usurpation of

the legislature's role.

Stated simple, Arizona courts have already decided that

large variations in financial resources among school districts do not offend the
general and uniform clause;l33
even more

it is unlikely they would intervene in a matter

alien to the judiciary, an educational methodology dispute.

There just does not seem to be any proven litigation vehicle to port the
hopes for reform of Arizona's bilingual educational policy.

The most plausible

argument, based on the Hunter doctrine, is completely untested in a bilingual
context, and the use of the doctrine in the Seattle earned a bare majority of the
Supreme Court (and generated a sharp four member dissent).

Extension of the

doctrine into nonsegregation cases, a further intrusion into educational policy
making, would be quite problematic.

While a successful suit might be brought

against a given district if its program violates state or federal policy, a
lawsuit challenging the facial validity of Arizona's bilingual statutes and
seeking an enhanced program statewide sbould not succeed.
Litigation might indirectly influence change, of course,
support for political reform.

by catalyzing

Although the pace of school finance reform slowed

after Rodriguez, ten years later the school financing systems of this country
have been profoundly affected by its redistributive concepts .134

Rodriguez and

other court decisions directed the nation's attention to the large number of
school districts with small property tax bases that suffered from disparity in
tax burden and available per capita revenues.
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Political reform was unsurprising,

but the magnitude of such reform was variable.
Even though scholars dispute the relationship between financial inputs and
educational outcomes I35 a significant difference in availahle funds appears
ohviously unfair and intuitively certain to diminish the education availahle in
less affluent districts.

The appropriate method to specially assist LEPs and the

precise goal of that assistance is less intuitively certain, more value laden.
As I will suhsequently argue, it is also extremely political, and less a question
of simple fairness versus unfairness.

In this context, litigation may crystalize

grounds of opposition as effectively as i t elicits sympathy for the reformers'
position.
Legislative Reform:

What Are the Prospects?

I have argued that while hilingual proponents can pursue compliance through
litigation or administrative enforcement, reformation or extension of hilingual
services to LEPs will not he accomplished in the courts.

The ahsence of the

litigation option is acutely prohlematic in Arizona, where the hilingual
education statutes are hoth restrictive and inartfully composed.
task,

then,

is to replace the current legislation.

The inevitahle

Given the facts

that

Hispanics remain a "discrete and insular," if ever-expanding minority group, 136
and that hilingual education remains the suhj ect of heated national and state
level dehates, the prospects for success would appear quite grim.
The controversy surrounding hilingual education is initially difficult to
understand.

If one accepts that hilingual

~ducation

has joined puhlic school

integration as a twin lightening rod for majoritarian fear, anxiety and rage
ahout puhlic schools,

that result is not logically compelled.

Bilingual

education little implicates the interests of Anglo children or parents, as might
introducing greater numher of minority children in school classrooms through
integration.

Bilingualism can even contrihute to ethnic isolation in a school

district or a particular school.

The more comprehensive the program is, the more
time that LEPs will spend isolated from the rest of the school. I37 A maintenance

hilingual program, accompanied hy hiculturalism, would assure greater separation
than an ESL "pull-out" program.
are causally linked,I38

In a society where integration and white flight

sequestering another minority group through intraschool,

segregative programs would not he unpalatahle to all citizens.
There are some fiscal reasons to assail hilingual programs, of course.
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Some

cri tics have characterized the bilingual education movement, like the more
successful special education crusade,

as an employment program.
The dual
language ability required for teachers in bilingual programs 139 restricts the
beneficiaries of increased positions more than the expansion of special education
teacher positions did.

To a substantial degree, the recipients of new bilingual

teaching positions, like the students, will be largely Hispanic.

In a period of

shrinking educational resources, the implementation costs of expanded bilingual
services would be powerful argument against a change in current policies.
That argument could be made in good faith by public educators dismayed at a
continuing or increasing demand for services despite diminishing dollars, or by
other special groups, competing for an ever larger share of the budget (or
maintenance of the present distribution).

Special education would be a prime

rival, as would employee unions, which have endured repeated years of small or no
salary gains.

Increased services could also offend some portion of the citizenry

who would interpret the expenditures as exclusively aiding minorities, and,
hence, redUCing the share of nonminorities.

Upon such offense is the doctrine of

"reverse discrimination" erected.
Parenthetically, the comparison to special education is easily overstated.
The expenditures for implementing Public Law 94-142,

the Education of All

Handicapped Children Act, were largely new costs.

Many of the children served
The cost of
after the legislation had been excluded from public schoo1s. 140

educating handicapped children is increased by lower teacher-pupil ratios,
specialized equipment and the provision of "related services."

Schools, at least

during the elementary years, are already providing services to LEPs.

There might

be some incremental costs i f LEPs begin to stay in school longer, and i f they
need specialized services in secondary schools.

In general, the real "costs" of

an enhanced bilingual policy would be displacement of currently employed teachers
who cannot operate in a bilingual program.
That possibility may account for the ambivalent response of teacher unions
to bilingual education.

Albert Shanker, President of the American Federation of

Teachers, has argued that bilingual programs should emphasize training Eng1ish
speaking teachers to speak another language.

He told the Wall Street Journal

that "the idea that only Puerto Ricans can teach other Puerto Ricans is racist
through and through. "141

Although both the AFT and the NEA "support" bilingual

education,142 expanded bilingual programming could threaten a portion of both
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unions' membership.

Thus, the issue becomes politically delicate.

A final, logistical concern would be finding the teachers necessary to staff
additional bilingual classrooms.
of education can satisfy,
Last year,

States.

There is already a greater demand than colleges

particularly in the western region of

the

Uni ted

the Department of Education reported that 2000 bilingual

teacher graduate annually to fill a current need of 56,000 such teachers • 143aa
The search for

teachers for bilingual classrooms is complicated not only by

inadequate numbers, but by reports of the inadequate skills of the teachers who

!!!!

are available.
Wood:

magazine quotes former Boston School Superintendent Robert

"Many bilingual teachers do not have a command of English, and after three

years of ins truc tion under them,
English. "144

It is difficult

children also emerge wi thou t

to assess

a

command

0

f

this criticism, because there is no

persuasive evidence that LEPs would or do emerge with a command of English after
three years of instruction with non-bilingual

However,

teachers either.

the

accusation, whether accurate or not, becomes another item of evidence against
increasing bilingual programs.
Most commentators associate the bilingual movement with the civil rights
movement,

reflecting

developments .145

and

social

change more

than educational

Viewed as a component of minority struggles to win political

and economic gains,
dispute.

political

bilingualism becomes a power,

Perhaps the best comparison,

rather than a

pedagogical

then,

is to the moment for community
control of schools that became a post-integration goal for some 146 39
The community schools movement threatened

the

political structure and

its

distribution of power because minority communities were demanding operational
control over the schools which were continuously failing minori ty children.
These proposals were fought not only by the individuals who held political power,
but also by the denizens of the system, the teachers and administrators. 147 The
idea of creating a school which would operate according to the desires of a
specific

community was an assault on the "professionalism" of educators.

represented

a

spectacular reversion

decentralized,
system. "148

in educational history,

idiosyncratic schools and

As such,

a

repudiation of

a

return

It
to

"the one best

this great experiment, which was usually a

legal and

political compromise borne of desperation, was viewed by traditional educators as
an abdication of professional responsibility and a sacrifice of
children's educational welfare to political expedience.
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the affected

As far as politicians

were concerned, it was a choice that occasionally had to be accepted to insulate
the suburban schools from possible integration I49 or the urban schools from
conflagration.
Among the virtues ascribed to bilingual programs is greater involvement of
the parents and community with the schools.

This

involvement is inevitable,

particularl y if bilingualism incorporates biculturalism.

The culture

to be

communicated and "respected"150 in the bilingual program is, after all, largely
unfamiliar to many school administrators and teachers.

Further, having won the

entitlement to a deviant cultural inculcation for their children, parents have a
strong interest in an accurate and nonstereotypic transmission.

One

assure

community's

accurate portrayal

is

to

increase

the number of

representatives in the schools, as professionals, aides,
supervising on the school board.

the

volunteers,

way

to

or even

The fear of lay intrusion on professional

activities and job displacement is not unreasonable.

That is the goal.

The threat of bilingualism is not microcosmic either, easily contained in
the schools.

Bilingual education has become an organizing political symbol for

Hispanic aspirations, not only educationally, but economically and socially as
well.

Alan Pifer,

president of

the

Carnegie

Corporation,

says

"Indeed,

bilingual education, as a vehicle for heightening respect and recognition of
native languages and culture,

for

fighting discrimination against nonEnglish

speaking groups, and for obtaining jobs and political leverage, has become the
preeminent civil rights issue within Hispanic communities."I5I

If one views this

power struggle in zero-sum terms,I52 the need to combat expansion of bilingual
education becomes obvious.

Any increas in required bilingual services for LEPs

is a loss of power for the established order.

Any deviation in the statutory

status quo towards more elaborate, extended programs in the public schools is not
merely an educational modification, but also a political victory for Hispanics.
If bilingual education is the preeminent civil rights issue for Hispanics, that
victory would be very important indeed.

Thus, although bilingual education has

no appreciable impact on Anglo children in public schools,

except

possible

diversion of funds and reduction of classroom integration, it is an issue of
obvious importance to Anglo political interests.
This perspective is one way of explaining the litany of concern for the
fabric of American society in the philosophical-pol! tical debate on bilingual
education.

Bilingual education is characterized as pluralism run rampant,
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a

catalyst of social divisiveness.

Columnist George Will worries that "the drift

toward hilingual education represents yet another triumph of enthusiasm over
lucidi ty-en thusiasm for

the sort of

°rights'

that we are multiplying with

unhridled license, at great cost to the social fahric. "153

Professor Herhert

Rudman helieves that preoccupation with ethnicity "carries within it the seeds of
national dissolution," and that it stresses group interests at the expense of
"nationhood. "154

Even accepting the sincerity of this chorus, the anxiety over

loss of social cohesion is also fear of a power loss,
dominant culture.

the power to impose a

The notion of acceptahle pluralism in this country is aptly

captured hy William Henry,

in an essay entitled

"Against a

Confusion of

Tongues," as the opportunity, despite "an all-emhracing culture," to eat Mexican
food, dance a Polish polka and sing in a Rumanian choice .155

While hilingual

education remains an intolerahle threat, Taco Bell and Speedy Gonzalez cartoons
can carry the hurden of transmitting cultural diversity.
The hilingual education issue is inextricahly hound
conflicts.

to larger political

Given this linkage, what inferences should he drawn hy reformers?

The first issue is the utility of research demonstrating that hilingual education
works.

Concurrent with the social dehate over hilingual programs, researchers

have pursued and dehated empirical data on the effects of hilingual programs on
students'

academic outcomes.

This research has sought to demonstrate

that

hilingual is or is not effective in hoth an ahsolute sense and a comparative
sense (e.g., hilingual versus ESL).
a familiar experience:
hetter.

Summarizing the results of such research is

nohody can say whether, hilingual programs work or work

The results are inconclusive, and the studies so numerous that "a study

can he found to support virtually every possihle opinion."156
Iris Rotherg, of the National Institute of Education, concludes that "these
findings are consistent with results in other fields of education.

Few studies

show one theoretical teaching technique to he clearly superior to another. "157
Just as research pursued on other controversial education issues never quite
resolved

hasic questions,

there will always he research demonstrating that

hilingual programs hoth do and do not have a measurahly positive

impact on

student performances and that such programs hoth are and are not more effective
than other options.

In part, this result occurs hecause the research, hut more

explicitly the interpretation of that research, is a highly politicized venture.
The history of the three Coleman reports and the usage of them hy politicians are
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a

prime examples. 1S8

As Rotherg points out,

"deciding whether the goal of

federal education programs should he to teach children their native language and
culture or to encourage assimilation is a political and value judgement, not a
research question."IS9
There is useful function for such research, to the extent that it assists
professionals in selecting among techniques within general methodologies

or

suggests hetter ways to accomplish a school's goals, once they are estahlished.
This impact can he heneficial if research results are
materials

However,

or classroom techniques.

turned into curricular

it is ludicrous

to expect

effectiveness research to assist the forgoing of political consensus or silence
the critics of hilingual education.
political decisional process.

It adds little except selective fuel to the

Thus,

the conclusion drawn hy hoth Rotherg and

Pifer that effectiveness research is necessary for hetter legislative decision
making 160 is prohlematic.
Paulsen offers a hetter rationale for effectiveness
research:

as a hulwark against a legislative decision to unload hilingualism

hecause it failed to provide rapid increases on ohj ec tive tes t scores .161

The

research, then, can provide a counterpoint for proponents in a dehate founded on
value and political judgments, hut couched in effectiveness terms.

It should not

he forgotten that the research done on the relationships hetween integration and
academic performance was used hy both sides in the husing controversy.
Particularly in Arizona,

there is also an

immediate need

to

assemhle

descriptive information ahout actual practices in the schools respecting LEPs.
Beyond the importance of .ensuring compliance with the minimum state and federal
requirements, this information, including simple correlational data regarding new
programs and student outcomes,
resources and a more

can huild a hase for an argument for greater

flexihle

statute.

There is no statewide information

currently aggregated which could supply an answer to this ohvious question:
are Arizona schools doing?

What

Interestingly, given the restrictive nature of the

statutes and the conflicting administrative regulations of the state Board of
Education, many districts may he out of compliance with state law hecause their
hilingual program exceeds statutory limits.
In

the

political dehate,

it

is essential to employ carefully distinct

definitions.

Several commentators have noted the complications caused hy the
indeterminate meaning of hilingual education. 162 For instance, when George Will

descrihed hilingual education as having a "great cost to the social fahric," it
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was because "bilingualism can lead to biculturalism."163

Conversely, when former

President Nixon, in signing the 1974 EEOA, heartily endorsed the right of LEPs to
bilingual education, it is unlikely that he was referring to a maintenance
bilingual program.

The reasons for supporting or opposing bilingual education

should be consonant with the components of a specific proposal.

To indict all

bilingual education because it causes biculturalism, hence social schisms, is to
indulge in a massive leap in logic and argument.
On crucial consideration in formulating a legislative proposal for Arizona

is the habitual joinder of bilingual and bicultural education.

The advantage of

a bilingual program, even a maintenance version, is that its inherent purpose is
remedying an English language deficit, thereby opening the traditional curriculum
to LEPs.

Part of that traditional curriculum's function is the inculcation of
principles of citizenship and Americanism. 164 Instruction which emphasizes "the
history and cultures associated with the students' mother tongue,"165 or promises
"an understanding of customs and values of the cultures associated with
languages
creation.
a t tacked

being

taught, "166 ostensibly threatens

Certainly,
for

the

the

the process of citizenship

bilingual education is most often and

explici tly pluralistic orientation

of

vitriolically
bicul turalism.

Bicul turalism is also less clearly relevant to language remediation and more
inescapably political, a key component in the power struggle here.

Most social

criticism of bilingual education (which is more easily comprehended by lay
persons

than the methodological criticism)

consequences.

That charge can be refuted,

has been focused on its divisive
if the only goal of a

program is

producing a student competent to succeed in the district's instructional program,
and

the dialogue

then

reduced

to picking and sorting among

conflicting

effectiveness data.
Recent bilingual legislation has built in biculturalism167 by requiring a
bilingual curriculum which incorporates biculturalism.

However, where provided,

biculturalism normally runs coterminously with each student's bilingual program.
Although the length of

such programs vary,

bilingual education generally

concludes before the beginning of secondary school, and each child may have a
right to some lesser amount than the entire elementary years. 168 Some states,
like Texas, require that if secondary students receive an ESL program, it must
incorporate the cultural aspects of the students' backgrounds.

All statutes have

exit criteria, anticipating a point when the former LEPs will take their places
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among

the general student population.

No statute suggests that bicultural

orientation will be part of the common curriculum.
This parallelism of bilingual and bicultural training is facially illogical,
as the "need" for biculturalism is not necessary coextensive with an effort to
eliminate English

language

deficiencies.

Moreover,

the

segregation of

biculturalism in LEP programs misses the real point of such instruction.

If the

goal of bicultural or multicultural sensitization is to be accomplished, it must
be part of history, literature and other societally informing courses, and it
must be part of every student's education.

Looking at the biculturalism promised

in state statutes, to the extent that the goal is teaching the heritage of the
American Hispanic, for example, the Hispanic LEPs need it the least.

They are

that culture, the modern manifestation of that independent cultural tradition,
together with their family, friends and customs.

Neither should the promise of

biculturalism merely be a way to say "bilingual instruction taught in a manner
sensitive to the nature and background of the child."
without that orientation would be anomalous. 169

To attempt bilingualism

The implications of bicultural education are so substantial,

so easily

linked to profound concerns about the purposes of education and its role in the
perpetuation of the nation, that permitting the fate of bilingual programs to
rest upon the acceptability of bicultural education is an unnecessarily perilous
decision.
To say

that bicultural education is an unsuitable risk to bilingual

legislation is to make a political, rather than a pedagogical judgment.
a logical desire to seek the best possible legislation.
advocates could adapt,

for

instance,

legislation, and then propose it to
sights higher yet,
Arizona.

Arizona's bilingual

the California act,
the legislature.

There is

the best extant

Perhaps, raising their

they could concoct a maintenance bilingual

statute

for

However, K-12 maintenance has never been part of enacted legislation,

state or federal,

and such a demand would probably be fatal

reform, even as biculturalism might.

to legislative

These are difficult predictions to make,

but one indicia is the philosophical gulf between the current statutes and a
maintenance program.

To expect such a transmutation, absent some unforeseen

alchemy, is naive longing.

A maintenance program, or even a modest quotient of

biculturalism, gives too many handles for the opposition to grasp; such programs
are too vulnerable to attack on irrefutable grounds, their cost to the society.
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Such a harm, heing conjectural, can be estimated at immense proportions. 170
Pragmatically, then, the best option for Arizona reformers would be a bill
that prescribes little, but permits variations through local option.
legislation carries powerful argmnents in its favor.
all, is quite traditional:

Such

The basic premise, after

decision making authority is returned to the school

board, a smaller, more responsive unit of government.
The responsibility for education in this country inherently belongs to the
states. The Tenth Amendment 171 reserves to the states powers no granted by the
Constitution to the federal government, and state constitutions and statutes, in
turn, have created a duty to educate, to be discharged by state legislatures.
The development of public schools resulted in a decentralized pat tern, wi th
little state level authority or guidance.

Gradually, that situation has changed.

As the state legislatures have provided more of the funds for local schools, they
have also involved themselves in operational aspects of the schools, such as
prescribing curriculmn.
of education. l72

Increasing power has also been exercised by state boards

However, the tradition of local control of public schools is still revered,
even if it is too frequently ignored.

The Supreme Court particularly tends to

speak of local control in rapturous terms:
No single tradition in public education is more deeply rooted than
local control over public schools; local autonomy has long been thought
essential both to the maintenance of community concern and support for
public schools and to the quality of the educational process...

Thus,

in San Antonio School Dis trict v. Rodriquez,... we observed that local
control ••• affords citizens an opportunity to participate in decision
making, permits the structuring of school programs to fit local needs,
and encourages "experimentation, innovation, and a healthy competition
for educational excellenceo"173
This constellation of virtues is embodied by the school board, and
guaranteed by the board' s closeness and responsiveness to the people.

Justice

Powell has characterized school boards as a "uniquely local and democratic
institutiono"174

Chief Justice Burger, strongly dissenting from an opinion which

involved too great an intrusion on the local board, epitomizes the Court IS
loyalty to this form of governance:

"The plurality fails to recognize the fact
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that local control of education involves democracy in a microcosm...

A school

board is not a giant democracy far removed from accountability for its actions;
it is truly °of the people and by the people.'''175
This rhetoric is not only familiar, but it also makes perfectly good sense.
David Tyack, Michael Kirst and Elisabeth Hansot have recently argued that it is
necessary "to ask which kinds of decisions can best be made at which levels. "176
They conclude that "the history of pedagogical reforms centrally imposed on
teachers has not been an encouraging one ••• [W]e simply do not have sufficiently
solid technologies of teaching to warrant the imposition of uniform methodologies
or curricula."l77

Rotberg makes the allied point when she notes that "regardless

of the merits of a particular approach, i t is not productive for the federal
government to intervene in local decisions about instructional models."178

It is

more productive when the state legislature proscribes curricula which local
educators and board members want to try.
The approach that best opens the course of instruction to LEPs is certainly
not indicated by research thus far.

In such a situation, the "best" method will

vary according to local conditions and available personnel;
intuitively obvious.

that fact seems

Why should Nogales' public schools provide the same minimal

program imposed on Scottsdale?

Michael Novak, in an article on the importance of

developing a climate of social trust, refers to the "ancient Catholic notion of
'subsidiarity,' which holds that each social problem should be addressed upon its
own social level; a higher agency should be called in onlv "'hen' the lower has
exhausted its possibilities. "179

Arizona has never permitted local districts to

attempt to resolve this instructional problem, except while restricted .wi thin
narrow, statewide limits.
In his dissent to Meyer v. Nebraska in 1923, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
argued against the Supreme Court's invalidation of a Nebraska statute which
precluded instruction other than in English in all schools during the first eight
grades.

He objected because "it appears to present a question upon which men

reasonably might differ and therefore I am unable to say the Constitution of the
United States prevents the experiment being tried. "180

His premise, that in a

federal system, the states should be classrooms of experimentation,
lowered one level in this dispute.

can be

The appropriate means of remedying language

defiCiencies is absolutely a question of reasonable difference.

Why should the

state foreclose debate and, more importantly, experimentation, especially on an
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issue so crucial to the interests of some communities,

but of relative

indifference to others?
There are a variety of instances where the legislature has prescribed a
uniform state curricular policy.

The study of free enterprise, the state and

federal constitutions, and the history of Arizona are examples.

Other examples

of legislatively required or recommended common curricula are reading skills,
instruction on alcohol, narcotic drugs, marijuana and dangerous drugs, and
training in use of bows or firearms. 18l Further, the state board of education is
legislatively directed to prescribe a course of study for the common schools and
high schools .182

Among all this prescriptive legislation, i t is only the

bilingual statutes which inhibit selection of a

particular

classroom

methodology,183 and explicitly restrict how much of a given subject or
methodology a child may receive.

In this respect, the bilingual statutes are

comparable to the State Board's administrative regulations on sex education,
which designate both how much and how that subject may he taught. 184 The Board's
interest in the suhject of sex education is more explicable than the regulation
of a teaching methodology, wholly apart from the content.

Ironically, because

biculturalism is not mentioned in statutes or regulations, a board could adopt a
requirement of pervasive, pluralistic orientation in the district's curriculum,
K-12.
The state's interest in the method of instructing LEPs is ultimately neither
greater nor different than its interest in all children of Arizona.

The manifest

state interest is that all children have access to a "general and uniform" public
education.

The process hy which the state currently measures local success in
providing that service is annual application of standarized tests. 185 Thus, so
long as a local district's results are "comparative to associated grade

equivalents,

percentiles and stanines derived from a multistate sample,"186
methodological choices should be left to the district. 187
There are at least two additional reasons why a permissive statute,
delegating methodological choices to the local level, would be preferahle to the
current statewide limitations.
making.

The first has to do with the nature of rule

If a superior governing hody chooses to impose strict limits on the

discretionary authority of a suhordinate governing body, it is axiomatic that the
superior should leave the suhordinate with a policy that it can and will enforce.
The Arizona legislature has ignored this principle.
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By imposing such a rigid

hilingual

program on

violations.

the districts,

the legislature encourages creative

The most hlatant example of disregard for the legislature's mandate

is the State Board of Education's administrative regulations, which authorize
districts to ignore the statute's hlanket prohihition against secondary level
hilingual programs if in pursuit of federal funds. 188 There are, in fact, such
programs operating in Arizona's puhlic schools.
Professor David Cohen has recently considered the effects of increased
federal and state level policy making on local districts. 189 While the nature of
those effects are complex and multifaceted, he points out that there has heen a
growth of policy making in higher level governments, hut "there has not heen a
steady increase in higher level governments' capacity to impose their will on
those helow. "190

The suggestion made here is that meticulous compliance with a

prohihitive methodological statute,

which

imposes uniform methods

classrooms across a diversely populated state,

is unlikely.

in

the

While many new

programmatic requirements have heen imposed on the schools, including the federal
manda te

to

procedures
accomplishing that goal has normally heen left to local discretion. 19l
A good

open

the

example

curriculum to

is

the

LEPs,

the

implementation

of

choice

of

Puhlic

Law

extraordinarily difficult assignment for the states and schools.
that statute,

the

Supreme

Court noted

that

the due

94-142,

for
an

In construing

process requirements

associated with the handicapped students' identification, program development and
placement must he scrupulously followed.

However,

the definition of

the key

suhstantive guarantee in the law, a "free and appropriate puhlic education," was
left explicitly ad hoc, and lower courts were carefully admonished hy Justice
Rehnquist from overturning a program

"reasonahly calculated to enahle the child

to receive educational henefits."192

This modest suhstantive standard echoes

the

language of

the Fifth Circuit

in Casteneda v.

suhstantive requirement under section 1703( f)

Pickard,

defining the

of

the EEOA that schools take
"appropriate" action to overcome language deficiencies. 193
In hoth instances,
the judgment of what is necessary and possihle is hest made in the context of
devising a program for a particular child or group of children.

That decision is

no less unfortunately made hy a state legislature than hy the Congress or the
federal courts.
The second reason for the legislature to delegate the authority to the local
school hoard relates to the independent roles that different hranches and levels
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of government must play.

Michael Novak warns that "higher agencies ••• must take

care not to weaken local agencies hy taking too much responsihility and too many
resources from them. "194

The resolution of such complex educational policy

issues as the appropriate method of delivering educational services to LEPs is
frequently accomplished in fitful. experimental fashion.

Further, the choice to

he made in Arizona, as I have argued. is an intensely politicized one.

When the

state legislature makes that choice for all districts, it stifles the exercise of
local initiative.

Donald Jensen points out that "state education agencies have

vastly expanded the scope of their authority... State agencies may well expand
the scope of their activities - at the expense of local initiative."195
Depriving the local hoard of the opportunity for making this choice has an
unfortunate effect.

The local hoard does not go through the difficult process of

choosing, and then experiencing the political consequences.

The more responsive

and responsihle political agency avoids confronting a very uneasy and unclear
selection of paths.

The local community also loses the experience of attempting

to reach consensus on an amhiguous. important prohlem.

A similar privation has

heen acknowledged to accompany the courts' .exercise of judicial revi ew,
invalidation of a state or federal statute on constitutional grounds.

the
Chief

Justice Burger, in a recent dissent, deplored the Supreme Court's willingness to
remedy what i t helieved a failure of the political process.

He quoted James

Bradley Thayer's ohservation that:
the exercise of [the power of judicial review], even when unavoidahle,
is always attended with a serious evil, namely that correction of
legislative mistakes comes from the outside. and the people thus lose
the political experience. and the moral education and stimulus that
come from fighting the question out in the ordinary way, and correcting
their own errors...

The tendency of a common and easy resort to this

great function, now lamentahly too common. is to dwarf the political
capaci ty

of

the

people

and

to

deaden

its

sen se

0

f

mor a 1

responsihility.196
Burger concludes that when political institutions are not forced to exercise
proper authority, "those powers, like muscles not used, tend to atrophy."197
The issues of whether and how much hilingual programming to provide are
threatening, involving intense political ramifications.
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Local hoards might well

feel relief at evading the issue.

Many state legislators will face no risk in

making this decision, because their constituency does not consider this issue
crucial or because

they are insulated from a voting population that has any

direct investment in bilingual programs.

They may oppose the programs, or simply

be disinterested, without paying any political price.
be true of some local board members, as well.

Of course, the same would

However,

if a board wishes to

oppose extension of bilingual programs in a community that supports or is closely
divided on the issue the board members should endure the burden of persuasion or
the consequences of nonpersuasion politically.

After all, that concept of duty

to the immediately affected constituency is why so many crucial, discretionary
educational questions,

particularly curricular or programmatic ones, must be
answered at the district level. 198
There is a potential flaw in the local discretion alternative.
improve the lot of LEPs

While it may

in communities receptive to bilingual programs,

it

certainly offers few encouraging prospects to the isolated LEPs in predominantly
Anglo communities.

However,

the lot of such isolated LEPs would

hardly

be

worsened, given Arizona's current statute, which is permissive except for its
mandatory ceiling on services.
isolated

LEPs

legislation.

have

Such guarantees of special programs as

already come

from

federal

educational

and

the

antibias

Even i f the present deregulation frenzy eviscerates Title VI, and

the Lau Guidelines, like the proposed administrative regulations, then disappear
into or with the Department of Education, the EEOA still provides a private cause
of action to an individual denied educational benef i ts

because of

language

deficiencies.
I have argued that a legislative strategy seeking local discretion proceeds
from deeply traditional or even conservative values.
interesting possibility.

That it does raises an

Just as pursuit of separatism and affirmative action

cost the blacks the support of some liberal allies in their political struggles,
Hispanics will have to project their supporters and opponents in a legislative
fray.

Political liberals are instinctively more sympathetic to

the

general

aspirations of our captive minorities, but they have demonstrated an unfortunate
predilection for trying to specify what choice will be best for the recipients of
their assistance.

There is a strong sense that they are "philosopher kings,"

making the city on the hill for all of us.
selecting who is to be helped.

There is also the complication of

Will the minority children be assured what is the
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"best" for them or will their parents and community he empowered to adopt their
preferred program, even if they choose "unwisely"?
the

The analogous situation is

problem of adolescent sexuality and pregnancies.

Whose rights must be

preserved?
Conservatives, on

the other hand, are historically hostile or, at best,

benignly neglectful of minority needs.
the virtues of

However,

they do ostensibly appreciate

people making important choices with minimal governmental

interference, and distrust governments increasingly as they become more distant
from the voters and needs of the voters.

A model of local decision making for

local programs should be consonant with the conservatives' predisposition.
all,

the whole notion of vouchers and

tax incentives,

After

besides reflecting an

affection for private sector solutions, is supposed to increase parental choice
in education. 199
There

are

two

cautionary notes

to

be

sounded.

Conservatives have

increasingly exhibited that behavior which they decry as pernicious in liberals.
They seek to use the governmental apparatus to eliminate personal choice, when
one option is intolerable.

The most obvious example is the continuous effort to

amend the constitution to preclude abortions.
cannot be left to
initiative is

the conscience of

What seems too morally opprobrious

the individual.

However intended,

this

platonic guardianship in pursuit of preemptive governmental

decision making.

If bilingual programs, like abortion, are an evil to be denied

the parents and children who wish them,

the conservative may blithely ignore

philosophical consistency or intellectual honesty.
There may be some intimation that liberals, like the judiciary, are assuming
a becoming modesty.

Writing about "social trust," Michael Novak !iescribes the

"new liberals" as less optimistic about

the capacity of governmental social

policies and more "sanguine about the good instincts of many citizens."
goal,

he asserts,

is seeking "ways of enabling and empowering individual and

small-scale mediating institutions
observation and

Their

to act for

themselves. "200

the previous cautionary observation about

reasonably accurate,

If Novak's

conservatives are

then it would be wise for bilingual proponents to ponder

long before abandoning longtime alUes when hoping for an alliance with longer
term antagonists.
Finally,

if

proponents ultimately win in

the legislature,

either a

permissive act or a positively prescriptive one, eternal vigilance is the cost of
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retaining
suddenness.

that victory.

Legislative success

can dissipate with stunning

The history of hilingual legislation in Colorado is a case in point.

In 1975, through the confluence of several favorahle forces, Colorado passed a
hilingual-hicultural act. 20 1

The new legislation was not extraordinarily

comprehensive (e.g., the hilingual-hicultural requirement covered grades K-3),202
hut a less controversial, less prescriptive hill had heen killed hy the same
legislature in 1973.

Rehell and Block attrihute

the hill's passage to "the

skillful maneuvering of two key Chicano legislators who achieved positions of
power in the 1975 legislative session."203
In

1981,

Colorado's Bilingual and Bicultural Education Act of 1975 was
repealed, and replaced with an English Language Proficiency Act. 204 Gone was the
1975 promise of transitional programs to "perfect the English language skills and
cultural development"205 of LEPs through hilingual and hicultural programs in
grades K-3.

The new act omitted any reference to hiculturalism, and provided no

more than two years of state funds on hehalf of any student in hilingual or ESL
programs.
presen tly,

Efforts have hegun to ameliorate that act's stringent ceiling, hut
the

hest that proponents anticipate is gaining one more year of
services prior to a child's eligihility lapsing. 206 When it comes to legislative
victories, sic transit gloria mundi. 207 (?)
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Conclusi.on
After proceeding through this argument,
inconsistency.
statute is

I

should address

a

lurking

The article proposes that a locally discretionary hilingual

the most comprehensive option attainahle,

perhaps leaving the

implication that a more extensive hilingual and hicultural act, while preferahle,
must he deferred until a more auspicious moment.

However, most of the arguments

respecting the appropriate governmental level for decision making on curricular
issues would apply just as forcefully against legislation which prescribed a
minimum of hilingual and hicultural services in each district,
classroom having a particular numher of LEPs.208

school or

Ralph Waldo Emerson once

ohserved that "a foolish consistency is the hohgohlin of small minds. "209

A

comprehensive statute which mandates hilingual and hicultural programs to LEPs in
all hut

the most isolated circumstances would more closely approach the

aspirations of most hilingual advocates than an act which promises little hut the
opportunity to do hattIe in each district.
However, Nathan Glazer points out a inherent liahility of uniform state
legislation:

"The prohlem with state programs is that they must prescrihe the

same for everyone, even though the very essence of this situation is that each
individual and each group has a rather different set of needs and wants something
quite different from multicultural education. "2lO

Whether he overstates the

variahility of individual and group desires, Glazer does focus on the deadening
effects on resolving local prohlems through higher levels of government. Novak's
faith in "small scale mediating institutions" 211 is no where more appropriate
than in the puhlic school context.

The history of American puhlic education,

despite the volatile conflicts and occasional despair, is one characterized hy
resilience, adaptahility and unsquelchahle localism.
Tyack, Kirst and Hansot also worry ahout the need to promote loyalty to the
puhlic schools.

They also recognize that "[iJn a democratic polity, to he ahle

to influence an institution helps to create loyalty to it. "212
desire to influence decisions
familiar.

Certainly, the

on curricular programs in puhlic schools

is

The "hack to hasics" movement is a current example, as well as magnet

schools and other approaches toward variation within the puhlic systems.

Thus,

there is an identifiahle drift towards creating and permitting choice for parents
and local districts.

Novak explains this movement:
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Historical process cyclically and slowly alternates -

systole and

diastole - hetween tendencies of unity and of diversity...

At some

moments, the movements are towards the center, homogenizing; at others,
the center hecoming too strong, resistance tends toward diversification
in many directions.

A system of social fear may govern such motions.

When fears of division dominate,

assimil8ti.on is encouraged.
fears of conformity dominate, diversity acquires partisans. 213

When

Educational research and the operation of schools during the last twenty years
have engendered a skepticism ahout the one hest system.

It is not mere stuhhorn

consistency to suspect that avenue even when it promotes personally appealing
values and goals.
Arizona's current hilingual statutes create prohlems.
interpret,
revision.

and,

if logically

construed,

impossihle

They are difficult to

to accept.

They need

Whe ther the end product is more restrictive or more permissive,

revision is compelling necessary for the sake of simple clari ty and compliance
with the legislature's authority.

This article huilds a case for diminished

state interference with the local districts'
implementation.

process of program creation and

The release of the current legislative stranglehold on districts

would, I helieve, hest serve the interests of the puhlic schools of this state.
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1.

"Bilingual education" is not a uniformly defined phrase.
on hilingua1 education have noted this

fact.

See,

Many commentators
e.g.,

R.

Otheguy,

"Thinking ahout Bilingual Education:

A crt tical Appraisal,"

Educational Review (1982), 52, 301-314.

For purposes of this article, I

Harvard

will he distinguishing hi lingual programs, which employ the students' native
or primary language, from English as a Second Language programs, .which do
not rely on the primary language in remedying English language deficiencies.
These two approaches are the most prevalent choices of puh1ic schools.
2.

There are

two

statutes in Arizona which permit circumscrihed hilingua1

programs in the schools:
( 1981 ) •

ARIZ.

REV.

STAT.

sections

15-705 and

15-707

See infra text accompanying note 71 et seq., for a discussion of

these statues.
3.

See United States v. Caro1ene Products Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152-153 n.4 (1938).

4.

The history of
example.

£!.,

hi1ingua1 legislation and policy making is a pertinent
B. Levin,

Bilingual Education:

"An Analysis of the Federal Attempt to Regulate

protecting Civil Rights or Controlling Curriculum?"

Journal of Law and Education (1983),
5.

11,

29-60.

Some of the current Supreme Court justices have heen persistent and forceful
critics of judicial policy making.

In a

recent dissent,

Chief Justice

Burger argued that "the Constitution does not constitute us as

'platonic

Guardians' nor does it vest in this Court the authority to strike down laws
hecause they do not meet our standards of desirah1e social policy, 'wisdom,'
or 'common sense'."

Plyler v. Doe, 102 S.Ct. 2382, 2408 (1982), (Burger,

Ch. J., dissenting).
(Camhridge:

R. Berger,

Government hy the Judiciary

Harvard University Press, 1977); or

(Charlottesville, VA.:
6.

See also,

L. Lusky,

By What Right?

Michie Co., 1975).

Desegregation litigation continues,

of course, hoth rearguard actions

to

prevent recidivism and continuing, massively complicated efforts to ohtain
an ini tia1 verdict of intentional segregation.

However,

the numher of

potential desegregation suits was suhstantially restricted hy Milliken v.
Bradley, 94 S.Ct. 3112 (1974), which diminished the prospects for urhan
interdistrict remedies.
York:

See

J. Wilkinson,

From Brown to Bakke

OXford University Press, 1972), especially chapter nine.
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(New

7.

A typical example is found in Justice Brennan's opinion in Board of
Education, Island Trees v. Pico, 102 S.Ct. 2799, 2806 (1982), ("The Court
has long recognized that local school boards have broad discretion in the
management of school affairs.").

8.

perhaps the most obvious example is the hair controversy.

Extraordinary

efforts were expended in deciding whether to protect the "right" of school
boys to grow their hair long.

At various times, this right was associated

with the 1st, 4th, 9th and 14th Amendments.

Many courts intervened against

restrictive school policies, but the Supreme Court assiduously avoided
entanglement with this issue.

Justice Black, denying a motion in a hair

dispute brought to him as Fifth Circuit Justice, grumbled:

"Perhaps i f the

courts will leave the States free to perform their own constitutional duties
they will at least be able successfully to regulate the length of hair their
public school students can wear."
592 (1972).
Friedman,

Karr v. Schmidt, 401 U.S. 1201, 91 S.Ct.

For a general discussion of student rights issues, see L.

Limited Monarchy:

The Rise and Fall of Student Rights (Stanford:

Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance (IFG], 1982).
9.

Levin, supra note 4, at 29-32.

10.

347 U.S. 483, 74 S.Ct. 1686 (1954).

11.

This phrase, commonly used to identify students who need special educational
services to remedy English language deficiencies, will be abbreviated to the
acronym LEP hereafter in the text and notes.

12.

Simple Justice is, of course, the title of a meticulous study of the 1954
~

13.

decision.

See J. Coleman,

See R. Kluger,

Simple Justice

(New York:

Knopf, 1976).

"The Concept of Equal Educational opportunity,"

Harvard

Educational Review (1968), 38, 7-22.
14.

Of course, the courts occasionally strayed from the path of disengagement,
as in the hair or apparel cases.

As the Supreme Court noted, respecting the

lines of separation between church and state required by the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment, "candor compels acknowledgement, moreover,
that we can only simply perceive the lines of demarcation in this ••• area of
constitutional law." Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 91 S.Ct. 2105, 2111
Much the same difficulty is apparent in judicial efforts to
(1971).
distinguish between articulation of principles and prescription of policies
in education cases.
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15.

There

has

been a

substantial volume of writing on

between the courts and social science.
(Eds.),

Education,

Teachers

College Press,

Education

Social Science and

(Berkeley,

1977), and J.
CA:

the uneasy alliance

See, e.g., R. Rist, and R. Anson
the Judicial Process
McDermott

(Ed.),

(New York:

Indeterminacy in

McCutchan publishing Corp.,

1976).

For an

intriguing explanation why such basic questions have not and perhaps cannot
be answered by social scientists, see C. Perrow,
Sciences,"
16.

"Disintegrating Social

Phi Delta KaPpan (1982), 63, 684-88.

A recent example of this attitude is found in an opinion from the United
States Court of Appeals for
observation that:

the Tenth Circuit,

quoting the trial judge's

"The courts of the United States today ••• are for some

reason supposed to be experts in everything.

And I fear that the judges of

the

experts in very few things."

United

States

of

America qualify as

Verniero v. Air Force Academy Sch. Dist. No. 20, 705 F.2d 388, 383 n.2 (10th
Cir. 1983).

Similar sentiments can be found, rather forcefully stated, in

Board of Education of Rogers, Ark. v. McCluskey, 102 S.Ct. 3469 (1982), and
Bahr v. Jenkins, 530 F.Supp. 483 (E.D.Ky., 1982).
17.

Cf., Levin, supra note 4.

There has been increasing interest in implementation research, an effort to
measure or anticipate
ordered change.

the consequences

See, e.g.,

Large-Scale Organizations,"

of

"Symposium:

judicially or

legislatively

Legal Remedies in a Society of

Wisconsin Law Review (1981), 861-1116.

18.

94 S.Ct. 786 (1974).

19.

The Supreme Court has long recognized that federal courts have a duty to
avoid nonessential resolution of constitutional questions.
issue

can

be

resolved on independent statutory grounds,

exercise self-restraint in avoiding constitutional grounds.
R. Rotunda & J. Young,

Constitutional Law

(St. Paul:

a

Thus,

if

an

court

should

See J. Nowak,

West publishing Co.,

1978), at p. 83.
20.

42 U.S.C. sections 2000d, 2000d-1 (1976).

21.

U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, section 1.

Plaintiff raised both the constitutional

and statutory grounds.
22.

One can speculate (perhaps idly) whether the Reagan administration's forays
against federal education expenditures might have the collateral consequence
of making refusal of federal funds more plausible.

School districts have

long complained about the diverse burdens associated with federal funds, but
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have accepted these conditions hecause federal
average, 6% of a school district's hudget.
which

the

funds constitute, on the

presumah1y, there is a point at

carrot is too minuscule to sustain the hurden of the stick.

Districts will, of course, remain suhject to the protective provisions of
the Constitution, such as the equal protection clause.
23.

"No specific remedy is urged upon us ••• Petitioner asks only that the Board
of Education he directed to apply its expertise to the proh1em and rectify
the situation."

24.

94 S.Ct. at 786.

This language is taken from HEW's 1970 guidelines for the enforcemen t of
Title VI, 35 Fed. Reg. 11,595 (1970).

25.

483 F.2d at 797.

26.

See, e.g., Justice Powell's concurring opinion to the Court's order vacating
the Fifth Circuit's judgment in the Austin, Texas desegregation suit ("The
principal cause of racial and ethnic imhalance in urhan puhlic schools
across the country patterns.

North and South -

is the imhalance in residential

Such residential patterns are typically heyond the control of

school authorities. ").

Austin Indep. Sch. Dist. v. United States, 426 U.S.

229, 232, 96 S.Ct. 2040 (1976) (powell, J., concurring).

See also, Swann v.

Charlotte-Mecklenhurg Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1, 91 S.Ct. 1267 (1971).
27.

"Discrimination is harred which has that effect even though no purposeful
design is present:
administration

a recipient 'may not ••• utilize criteria or methods of

which

discrimination ••• '"
80.3(h)(2).

have
94

the

S .Ct.

effect
at

789

of

suhjecting

(quoting

from

individuals
45

to

CFR section

See Guardians Assoc. of New york City v. Civil Serv., 103 S.Ct.

3221 (1983).
28.

When Lau was decided,
protection

clause

discrimination.

there was still some uncertainty whether the equal
did

invariah1y

require

proof

of

intentional

That issue was settled in Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229

(1976).
29.

"Where the inahility to speak and understand the English language excludes
national origin-minority group children from effective participation in the
educational program offered hy a school district, the district must take
affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency in order to open its
instructional program to these students."

30.

35 Fed. Reg. 11,595 (1970).

See, e.g., Board of Education v. Rowley, 102 S.Ct. 3034 (1982).
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31.

The National Center for Education Statistics estimates that 72 percent of
the 2.30 million LEP or "other language proficient" (OLP) c h 1dren in the
United States in 1980

72 percent are

of Spanish language background.

the year 2000, that percentage is expected to rise to 77.
for Education Statistics,

By

National Center

Future Population Trends for Non-English Speaking

Children in the United States

(Washington, D.C.:

National Center for

Education Statistics, 1980).
32.

The Guidelines,

issued in 1975, were not published for comment in the

Federal Register, and, therefore, cannot be official regulations.

HEW did

not satisfy the requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C.
section 551 et seq.

(1976), as amended by 5 U.S.C. section 552 et seq.

(Supp. III, 1979).
33.

Under the generic rubric of bilingual education, there are at least two
prevalent methods.
explicit goal is

One uses

the primary language

initially,

but

the

to develop adequate English language skills, permitting

transition into an English-only classroom.

The other approach attempts to

maintain the child's primary language as well as to develop English skills.
These two approaches are generally referred
"maintenance" programs.
Theories and Issues
34.

to as "transi tiona1"

See generally, C. paulsen,

(Rowley, Mass.:

Levin, supra note 4, at p. 37.

and

Bilingual Education:

Newbury House, 1980).

Between 1975 and 1980, HEW negotiated almost

500 compliance agreements with school districts on the basis of the Guidelines.
35.

See Cintron v.

Brentwood union Free School District, 455 F.

Supp. 57

(E.D.N.Y. 1978),

and United States v. State of Texas, 506 F. Supp 405 (E.D.

TX 1981), rev'd on other grounds, 680 F.2d 356 (5th Cir. 1982).

36.

Guadalupe Org.
1978) •

Inc. v. Tempe Elementary School, 587 F.2d 1022 (9th Cir.

The Court noted that approximately 554 of 605 of the community's

students were Mexican American or Yaqui Indians.

Id. at 1024.

38.

-Id.
Id.

39.

Guadalupe Org. , Inc. v. Tempe Elementary School supra, note 36.

40.

Id. at 1024.

41.

The Guadalupe Court also considered

37.

at 1024.

the plaintiffs'

equal protection

arguments, as well as claims hrought under the Equal Educational Opportunity
act of 1974, 20 U.S.C. section 1701 et seq. (1976).
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For an evaluation of

such arguments, see infra text accompanying notes 48-68.
42.

587 F.2d at 1027.

43.

Accord, Heavy Runner v. Bremner, 522 F.Supp. 162 (D. Mont. 1981).

44.

Keyes v. School Dist. No.1, Denver, Colorado, 521 F.2d 465, 480 (10th Cir.
1975), rev'g 380 F.Supp. 673 (D. Colo. 1974).

45.

521 F.2d at 483.

46.

See generally,

P. Margulies,

Instruction, Title VI, and Proof of Discriminatory Purpose:

A Suggested

Approach,"

!.I,

Columhia Journal of Law and Social Prohlems (1981),

and P. Roos,

"Bilingual Education:

Educational Opportunity,"
47.

"Bilingual Education, Remedial Language
99-162,

The Hispanic Response to unequal

Law and Contemporary Prohlems (1978),

~,

111-140.

In its second Milliken v. Bradley opinion, the Supreme Court acknowledged
the appropriateness of judicial orders specifying educational programs, if
"aptly tailored to remedy the consequences of the constitutional violation."
433 u.S.

267, 287 (1977).

For an account of how a federal judge dealt with

the intransigence of the Boston School Committee, see Wilkinson, supra note
6, at 203.
48.

Even if a school district is employing an adequate ESL program, it should he
theoretically possihle to prove a violation of the equal protection clause
or Title VI, if the motive for selecting the program is invidiously
discriminatory.

Admittedly, a district adopting an adequate language

remediation program would have to he inordinately clumsy to create adequate
evidence of its desire to discriminate against LEPs.
49.

347 U.S.

50.

The Supreme court has long cherished the ideal of puhlic education.
~,

483, 74 S.Ct.

686 (1954).

the Court intoned, "Today, education is perhaps the most important

function of state and local governments."
~,

In

347 U.S.

at 493.

In plyer v.

the Court returned to this theme, saying that while education was not a

right granted hy the Constitution, "neither is it some governmental
°henefit' indistinguishahle from other forms of social welfare legislation."
102 S.Ct. 2328, 2397 (1982).
51.

In San Antonio School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S.

1 (1973), the Court

carefully distinguished hetween an educational system which is ahsolutely
inadequate and one which is minimally satisfactory.

In the latter case, the

state wins unless the plaintiff proves the existence of intentionally
51

invidious discrimination or that the state's system for education is wholly
irrational and capricious.

In Doe v. Plyer,

supra note 50,

the Court

required a higher level of justification from the state hecause Texas was
comple tely denying puhlic education to the plaintiffs.

The hurden of

justification was demonstration that the exclusionary policy furthered some
suhstantial goal of the state.

See generally,

Congress and Educational Adequacy:
Maryland

Law Review (1979),

39,

187-263, and P.

Federalism,

Meaningful Access and

Education,"

Santa Clara Law Review (1980),

Gonzales v. Sheely, 96 F.Supp.

53.

411 U.S.
Texas'

1 (1973).

"The Courts,

The Equal protection predicament,"

revisited:
52.

Levin,

B.

~,

the

Right

"Rodriguez
to Adequate

75-121.

1004, 1008 (D. AZ

1951).

This decision resolved a

puhlic school financing system.

preovolos,

constitutional attack on

plaintiffs argued

that

Texas I

system, relying heavily on local property taxes and resulting in suhstantial
interdistrict disparities in availahle educational funds, violated the equal
protection clause.

The Court concluded that

the system was

rationally

related to legitimate state interests and therefore constitutional.
54.

Id.

at 37.

55.

See Levin and preovolos, supra note 51.

56.

Plyer v. Doe, 102 S.Ct. 2382 (1982).

57.

438 U.S.

58.

See Castenada v. pickard, 648 F.2d

265, 98 S.Ct.

See note 51, supra.

2733 (1978), (opinion of powell, J.).
989, 1007 (5th Cir. 1981), and Guardians

ABs'n of New York City v. Civil Serv., 683 F.2d 232, 274 (2d Cir. 1980),
aff'd on other grounds 103 S.Ct.
59.

103 S. Ct.

3321 (1983).

3321 (1983).

In sorting out the decision's five opinions one

finds that only Justices White and Marshall concluded discriminatory intent
is not essential to proving a Title VI violation.

Justices Stevens, Brennan

and Blackman he1ieve that although discriminatory intent is a necessary
component of a valid Ti tle VI claim,

the administrative regulations

implementing Title VI also

prohihit discriminatory effects.

Stevens,

trio,

wri ting

for

the

ohserves

that

Justice

"although the Court has

determined

that Title VI does not compel the application of an effects

standard...

I do not helieve that Congress should he understood to have

prohihited regulations adopting such a standard......
(emphasis in original).

Justices powell, O'Connor,
52

Id.

at 3255 n. 17

Rehnquist, and Burger

also decided that discriminatory intent was essential in proving a Title VI
violation,

but further argued that the administrative

regulations were

invalid because they required only proof of discriminatory effects.

The

Department of Education's Title VI regulations are located at 34 CFR section
100.1 et seq...

Section 100.3(b)(2) requires

that educational programs

subject to Title VI may not "utilize criteria or methods of administration
which have the effect of subjecting individuals to discrimination because of
their race, color, or national origin.....
60.

20 U.S.C. section 1701 et seq. (1976).

61.

20 U.S.C.

62.

See 118 CONGo REC.

section 1703(f) (1976).
8928-34 (1972).

Educational Opportunity,"
63.

See

(emphasis added).

Note,~.

reformator

at 283.

Cf., Note,

"Black English and Equal

Michigan Law Review (1980), 79, 279-98.

The Note explains that the political impetus of this

legislation was

actually to shift

the emphasis in equal

opportunity efforts from busing to improving neighborhood schools.
interesting

to

It is

speculate what president Nixon and Secretary Richardson

anticipated when they spoke glowingly of hilingual education,
extensive a program was envisioned.

i.e.,

how

It is difficult to believe their goal

was a K-12 maintenance bilingual program with pervasive biculturalism.
64.

Casteneda v. pickard, supra note 58.

65.

648 F.2d at 1009.

66.

"Thus we find ourselves confronted with the type of task which federal
courts are ill-equipped to perform and which we are often criticized for
undertaking--prescribing substantive standards and policies for institutions
whose governance is properly reserved to other levels and branches of our
government •• • which are better able to assimilate and assess the knowledge
of professionals in the
evaluation of

the

field."

648

F.2d at

1009.

For a

contrary

relative abilities of courts and other governmental

agencies to perform these functions, see M. Rebell, & A. Block,
Policy Making and the Courts

(Chicago:

Educational

University of Chicago Press, 1982).

67.

648 F.2d at 1009-1010.

68.

Generally, the subject of expert testimony should be beyond the knowledge of
the average layman, and the witness should have sufficient skill, knowledge
or experience in the subject field that his opinion can aid the trier of
fact in the search for truth.

Judges have broad discretion in admitting
53

this type of testimony.
Law of Evidence

(Ed.),

See E. Cleary

(2nd ed.)

McCormick's Handhook on the

West Puhlishing Co., 1972), at pp.

(St. Paul:

29-31. Unsurprisingly, expert witnesses are frequentlyused in education litigation.
69.

For a

description of

the

proposed

regulations and of

the process of

developing them, see Levin, supra, note 4.
70.

Id. at 60.

The loss of the proposed Title VI hilingual regulations could

assume greater importance in light of the Supreme Court's
Title VI

in

the Guardians'

decision.

A majority of

construction of
the Court

(seven

memhers) concluded that proving a violation of Title VI requires proof of
intentional discrimination,

hut

three of

these

seven permitted

federal

administrative agencies to enforce Title VI under regulations that utilize a
discriminatory effects standard.

If current

Title VI regulations are

modified to hring them into line with the statutory standard of intentional
discrimination, a school district should he ahle to use an inadequate ESL
program with relative impunity,

so long as

the reason it

chooses

that

program is not intentionally discriminatory (e.g., if financial constraints
require its choice, or if it is convinced that ESL is educationally preferahle).
71.

Until

1969,

Arizona retained this simple,

invariahle requirement.

See

A.R.S. section 15-202 (1956).
72.

The

requirement that all schools he conducted in English should not he

misinterpreted.
101(7).

School is defined as a puhlic institution in section 15

Of course, Meyer v. Nehraska, 262 U.S. 390 (1923), would not permit

the state to so hroadly

prohihit the use of language in private schools.

In that decision, the Court invalidated a Nehraska statute that prohihited
instruction in a language other than English in puhlic

~

private schools

prior to a student entering the eighth grade.
73.

Section (c) states:

"A teacher who fails to comply with this section is

guilty of unprofessional conduct and his certificate shall he revoked"
(emphasis added).
discipline

Generally, the State Board of Education is authorized to

teachers,

including certificate

revocation,

"as

it

deems

appropriate" upon a finding of unprofessional conduct (section 15-203(28) ).
Apparently, the Board has no discretion when a teacher violates section 15
705, if shall is given its normal mandatory meaning (as opposed to may).
74.

Levin, supra note 4, at 42.

75.

TEX. EDUC. CODE section 21.455(h) (Vernon Supp. 1982-83).
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76.

"The

[exit]

criteria

shall determine when

pupils of

limited English

proficiency have developed the English language skills necessary to succeed
in an English-only classroom."
1981).
77.

CAL. EDUC. CODE section 52164.6 (West Supp.

Similarly, see WIS. STAT. ANN. section 115.97 (West 1975).

Section 15-707(A)(2).

In suhsection (A)(l), the statute says that hilingual

instruction shall "expend the minimum curriculum."
78.

Section 15-707 would also prevent use of certain methods for ameliorating
English deficiency, such as "total immersion," which requires instruction
only in English skills and holds

in aheyance suhject matter instruction

until English skills are adequate, hecause that approach supplants, rather
than expands the minimum curriculum for some period.
79.

ARIZ. ADMIN. COMPo R. 7-2-306 (1981).

80.

Justice O'Connor pointed out in her concurrence to the Guardians decision
that administrative regulations may he set aside "if they exceed statutory
authori ty of

the agency or are arhitrary and capricious,

discretion or otherwise not in accordance with the law. ,.
3238.

She notes

that

statutory purposes if

regulations

cannot

he

and ahuse of
103 S. Ct. at

"reasonahly related"

they are inconsistent wi th

those

purposes.

to
The

regulation appears vulnerahle under this analysis.
81.

This

interesting phrase may anticipate suhject matter instruction in a

child's primary language as a part of hi lingual programs.

If so, it would

unavoidahly conflict with the limited definition given hilingual instruction
in section 15-707.
82.

The contrast hetween the success of the Reagan Administration in withdrawing
prescriptive hilingual administrative regulations and

their

failure

to

modify the administrative regulations of the Education for the Handicapped
Act

(P.L.

hecame

94-142)

too

is illuminating.

intensely critical,

When reaction to the latter effort

the administration retreated or perhaps

surrendered.
83.

A total immersion approach would he inconsistent with the expectation of the
legislature and the State Board of Education that efforts to remove language
deficiencies not
curriculum.

prevent or delay a

student's

See supra note 78 and accompanying text.
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progress

through

the

84.

The tau Guidelines have been imposed, in effect, on many school districts by
HEW and its successor, the Department of Education.
4, at 60.

See Levin, supra note

There is a tendency to overstate federal requirements.

letter of opinion by an Arizona county attorney stated:

A recent

"The Supreme

Court... in Lau v. Nichols... has interpreted section 601 of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 as requiring schools receiving federal financial
assistance to provide bilingual education programs ••• "

Opinion letter from

the Apache County Attorney to the President of the Board of Trustees, Puerco
unified School District No. 18 (March 15, 1983).
nothing of the kind, of course,

The Supreme Court did

particularly if "bilingual education

program" is given its statutory meaning under Arizona taw.

See A.R.S.

section 15-707(D).
85.

"Of course, a state statute is void to the extent it conflicts with the
federal statute-if for example, °compliance with both federal and state
regulations is a physical impossibility,' ••• or where the law °stands as an
obstacle to the accomplishment of the full purposes and obj ecti ves of
Congress.'"

Maryland v. LouiSiana, 451 U.S. 725, 747 (1981) (Citations

omitted), quoted in OP.AZ. ATT'y GEN. 183-095 (R83-40).
86.

See, generally, Wheeler v. Barrera, 417 U.S. 402 (1974).

87.

OPe AZ. ATTY.GEN.

183-095 (R183-40).

The opinion is a revision of a county

attorney's opinion letter to a school district.

See supra note 84 for a

discussion of the opinion letter.
88.

,MASS. ANN. LAWS ch. 71A (Michie/Law. Co-op 1971).

89.

Id. at section 1.

90.

See supra text accompanying notes 60-68.

91.

Brown v. Board of Education (I), 347 U.S. 483 (1954) and Brown v. Board of
Education II, 349 U.S. 294

(1955).

92.

96 Cal. Rptr. 601, 487 P.2d 1241 (1971).

93.

411 U.S. 1 (1973).

94.

See Plyter v. Doe, 102 S.Ct. 2382 (1982).

95.

Washington v. Seattle School Dist. No.1, 102 S.Ct. 3187 (1982).

96.

89 S.Ct. 557 (1960).

97.

Lee v.

Nyquist,

See supra note 53 and accompanying text.

318 F.Supp. 710 (W.D.N.Y. 1970) (three-judge court),

summarily aff'd, 91 S.Ct. 1618 (1971).
98.

Washington v. Seattle School District No.1, supra note 95 at 3198 n.18.
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99.

Id. at 3200.

100. Id. at 3203, quoting from Hunter v. Erickson, 80 S.Ct. 557, 560 (1969).
101. A.R.S. section 15-711.
102. A.R.S. section 15-704.
103. A.R.S. section 15-710.
104. The State Board of Education has the power, delegated from the legislature,
to prescrihe required suhjects for all common schools, as well as a list of
optional suhjects.

A.R.S section 15-203(17) and (18).

However, the Board's

administrative regulations merely specify the curricular minima.
ADMIN. COMPo R.7-2-301(1981).

ARIZ.

Districts can, and frequently do, offer more

than the minimum in their programs.

For instance, a district might prefer

two class periods of mathematics each day during elementary grades.

So long

as the Board's minima are covered, a district could certainly make that
choice.

Cf., A.R.S. section 15-341 (general powers and duties of school

hoards).
105. Shelton,

D.,

"Legislative Control Over Puhlic School Curriculum,"

Williamette Law Review (1979),
106. Id.

~,

473-505.

at p. 490.

107. See supra text accompanying notes 71-86.
108. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510, 534 (1924).

See Shelton, supra

note 105, at 493-501.
109. AZ Const. art. 11, section 1.
110. AZ. Const. art. 11, section 2.
111. In the Seattle case, the state argued that it had plenary authority over
puhlic education.

Therefore, the Initiative was merely "an unexceptional

example of a state's intervention in its own school system."
3198.
whether

102 S.Ct. at

The Court ohserved that the issue was not the state's power, hut
the state had exercised that power consistently with the equal

protection clause.

The Court reviewed Washington's educational decision

making process and had "little difficulty concluding Initiative 350 worked a
major reordering .....

102 S.Ct. at 3200.

Prior to the Initiative, the issue

of husing students to integrate schools,
resolved at the local level.
from local control.

like all husing issues,

was

The Initiative removed only that one decision

I have offered the same argument respecting Arizona's

regulation of hilingual teaching methods.
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112. See

~

text at note 153 et seq.

predictahly, no one can agree on this

point of no return, heyond which LEPs cross a Ruhicon into a land of
inassimilahle Americans.

The Arizona legislature has identified that point

as the heginning of a fifth year of hilingual instruction.
113. I stop short of calling the harm indisputahle, given the strong dissent to
the Seattle decision hy four memhers of the Court.

102 S.Ct. 3204.

114. Swann v. Charlotte-MacKlenhurg Bd. of Educ., 91 S.Ct. 1267 (1971).
115. Washington v. Seattle School District No.1, supra note 95 at 3189-3190.
Seattle's experience is illustrative of the central role husing has played
in urhan desegregation.

Beginning in 1963, Seattle School District No. 1

tried to eliminate racial concentrations in its schools.
was a free choice, open transfer program.

Its initial effort

When that was ineffective and

pressure from community organizations intensified,

the District tried a

magnet schools program, which actually increased racial imhalance in the
schools.

Only then, fearing a desegregation suit, did the District turn to

mandatory pupil reassignment and husing.

That option succeeded in racially

halancing schools, hut it also spawned Initiative 350.
116. See Wilkinson, supra note 6 at pp. 161-249, and D. Kirp, M. Yudof, T.
vanGeel, and B. Levin,
cal:

Educational policy and the Law (2nd Ed.) (Berkeley,

McCutchan Puhlishing Corp., 1982).

117. 102 S.Ct. at 3195.

It is worth noting that the dissenters viewed the

Initiative quite differently:

"In this case, the State has adopted a policy

of racial neutrality in student assignments."

Id. at 3207.

118. "High prohahility of racial isolation" merely leaves room for the argument
that magnet schools and other voluntary measures can successfully integrate
urhan schools.

Houston, Dallas, and Tucson have all adopted desegregation

plans which attempt to minimize husing through the use of magnet schools and
other methods.

Courts have approved these plans.

119. See, e.g., sources cited
120. 102 S.Ct. at 3209 n. 12.

~

note 154.

It may he overly cynical to note that only four

traditionally conservative Supreme Court justices could sincerely make this
ohservation.

That the minority community has fragmented over the question

of mandatory husing is ohvious, hut it heggars the imagination that these
justices can actually assert that husing is viewed with disfavor hy "racial
minorities •.•
58

121. See, e.g., D. Bell,

"Serving two Masters:

Integration Ideals and Client

Interest in School Desegregation Litigation,"
85, 470-516; and R. Edmonds,

"Effective Education for Minority Rights."

D. Bell (Ed.), Shades of Brown:
(New York:

The Yale Law Journal (1976),
In

New Perspectives on School Desegregation

Teachers College Press, 1980), pp. 108-123.

122. 102 S.Ct. at 3197 (citation omitted).
123. For a critical appraisal, see R. Rodriguez,

Hunger of Memory

(New York:

Bantam Books, 1982).
124. The Court has previously refused to extend the Hunter doctrine to a claim
involving wealth-hased discrimination.
(1971) •

Writing in that case,

James v. Valtierra, 402 U.S.

Justice Black said,

137

"[tlthe present case

could he affirmed only hy extending Hunter (to wealth classifications), and
this we decline to do."

402 U.S. at 141.

Although discrimination against

LEPs is strikingly similar to racial discrimination, courts have not always
weighed the two equally.

In reversing a district court order which refused

to include pilot hilingua1 schools in Denver's district-wide desegregation
plan, the Tenth Circuit ohserved:

Bilingual education ••• is not a suhstitute for desegregation.
Although hi1ingual instruction may he required to prevent the
isolation of minority students in a

predominantly Anglo

school system ••• such instruction must he suhordinate to a
plan of school desegregation.

Keyes v.

School Dist. No.1,

(emphasis added)

521

F.2d 465, 480 (lOth Cir.

1974), cert.

denied, 423 U.S. 1066 (1976).
125.
126.
127.
128. Education is not mentioned in the United States Constitution; therefore, the
Tenth Amendment'S reservation to state governments of
constitutionally granted

to

the

federal

those

powers not

government requires

that the

responsihi1ity for providing a puh1ic education exists, if at all, in state
consitutiona1 statutory provisions.

See U.S.

Constitution's silence regarding education was a
59

CONST.
crucial

amend.X.

The

factor

the

in

supreme Court's decision in Rodriguez.

See supra note 53.

129. Rohinson v. Cahlill, 62 N.J. 473, 303 A.2d 273 (1973).
130. AZ CONST. art. XI, section 1.
131. Shofstall v. Hollins, 110 AZ 88, 515 P.2d 590, 592 (1973).
132. Id.
133. Id.

In 1973, Arizona, like almost all states, relied primarily on local

property taxes to finance puhlic schools.

The result was a suhstantial

disparity in availahle revenue among school districts.
134. Of course, reform hy litigation continued in state courts after Rodriguez,
hut many states, such as Arizona, which were not threatened hy the prospect
of court-mandated change, still suhstantially altered their school financing
methods.

See A.R.S. section 15-901 et seq.

Education Politics:

The Case of School Finance

Cf., S. Fuhrman,

State

(Rep. No. F79-12, Education

Commission of the States, Decemher 1979).
135. See, e.g., J. McDermott and S. Klein,
Finance Litigation:

"The Cost-Quality Dehate in School

Do Dollars Make a Difference?,"

Law and Contemporary

~ 4~5-435.

Prohlems (1974),

136. See supra note 31, and State of Arizona policy Analysis:
Speaking Child

(Tempe, AZ:

The Non-English

Center for Bilingual Education, Arizona State

university, 1982).
137. This segrative effect has heen a source of concern in reconciling the
educational preferences of hilingual proponents with the egalitarian goals
of integration.
138. See J. Coleman,

See also, sources cited supra note 46.
et ale

Trends in School Segregation

(Washington, D.C.:

The urhan Institute, 1975).
139. In Arizona, teachers may acquire a "hilingual endorsement" to a regular
elementary or secondary teaching certificate (although the usefulness of a
hilingual endorsement for Arizona high school teachers is unclear).

To

acquire this endorsement, the teacher must complete at least fifteen units
in hilingual education, including coursework in methodology and culture, and
also present verification hy an accredited institution of proficiency in a
second language or in English as a Second Language.
603(J)(6) (1981).

60

AZ ADMIN. COMPo R. 7-2

140. The Supreme Court descrihes P.L. 94-142 as "an amhitious federal effort to
promote the education of handicapped

children,

passed

in response to

Congress' perception that a majority of handicapped children in the United
States °were either totally excluded from schools or [were] sitting idly in
regular classrooms awaiting the time when they are old enough to drop out.'
H.R. Rep. No. 94-332, p. 2 (1975)."

Board of Education v. Rowley.

102

S.Ct. 3034, 3037 (1982).
141. Quoted

in H.

Rudman,

"Multiethnicity:

Regression or progression?"

Educational Administration quarterly (1977), 13, 1-16, at p. 12.
142. See, e.g., remarks hy organizational spokespersons in M. Ridge
New Bilingualism

(LOS Angeles:

(Ed.),

The

University of Southern California Press,

1981), at pp. 148-153.
143. F. Hechinger,

"No Method Shows It Is Clearly Best for Teaching English,"

Arizona Daily Star (June 1, 1983), p. 15A.
144. W. Henry,

"Against Confusion of Tongues,"

~

145. See, e.g., Otheguy, supra note 1, and A. pifer,
Hispanic Challenge

(New York:

147. See,

e.g.,

(Washington,

Oliver v. Donovan,
Gittell,

293 F.Supp. 958 (E.D.N.Y.

1968), and M.

Confrontation at Ocean Hill-Brownsville

(New

Simon and Schuster, 1970).

148. D. Tyack,
1970).

Community Control of Schools

The Brookings Institution, 1970).

Beruhe, and M.
York:

Bilingual Education and the

Carnegie Corporation, 1979).

146. See generally, H. Levin (Ed.),
D.C.:

(June 13, 1983), p. 31.

The One Best System

(Camhridge:

Harvard University Press,

Tyack's analysiS of the development of the modern educational system

emphasizes hoth societal imperatives (responding to industrialization and
urhanization)

and occupational aspirations

teachers and educational administrators).
of

such a

"reversion,"

(Camhridge, Mass.:
149. A fascinating
interdistrict,

see

D.

(the professionalization of

For an extended argument in favor

Seeley,

Education Through partnership

Ballinger, 1981).

example of

this process is Atlanta,

metropolitan

desegregation

suit was

Georgia.

Atlanta's

settled when

the

defendants

surrendered control of Atlanta's city school system to the

plaintiffs.

The result was not integration of the schools, hut operation of

the schools hy the minority group.
e.g.,

the national office of

The resolution was very controversial,

the NAACP expelled Atlanta's
61

chapter for

accepting the compromise.
nine.

See Wilkinson, supra note 6, especially chapter

For an account of the results of the Atlanta compromise, see A. Crim,

"A Community of Believers,"
150. S ta te

bi lingual

Daedalus (1981), llO, 145-162.

statutes

frequently

require

incorporate or respect LEPs' cultural heritage.

schools

to

emphasize,

See, e.g., 18 WIS. STATS.

ANNO. section 115.95(c) (1982).
151. A. pifer,

Supra note 111, at p. 5.

That the public schools remain the

arena in which a "preeminent civil rights" issue is to be fought affirms an
old maxim:

plus ca change plus c'est la meme chose.
"policy and Organization:

152. See generally, D. Cohen,
and

Federal policy on

(1982), 52, 474-499.
assumption,

School Governance,"

Harvard Educational Review

Professor Cohen disputes the appropriateness of this

but notes

that

"mos t

poli tical observers and students of

!!!.

politics seem to assume power in a zero-sum game."
153. G. Will,

"The

154. H. Rudman,

Excesses of Referendum,"

Noel Epstein, Language Ethnicity and

the

Francisco:

ISS. W. Henry,
156. C.

in Parents,

Schools

(Washington, D.C.:

and Nathan Glazer, "Public

Teachers and

Children

(San

Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1977).
Supra note 110, at 31.

Paulsen,

"Bilingual/Bicultural Education,"

Review of Research in Education
157. I.

(1980).

Other potent critics have been

Institution for Educational Leadership, 1977),
Pluralism,"

at p. 479 n. ll.

Arizona Daily Star

Supra note 141, at pp. 12-13.

Education and

The Impact of State

Rotberg,

(Itasca, Ill.:

In L.

Shulman,

(Ed.),

peacock, 1978), p. 188.

.. Some Legal and Research Considerations in Establishing

Federal palicy in Bilingual Education,"

Harvard Educational Review (1982),

52, 149-168, at 157.
158. The

three

.. Coleman Reports" are:

Educa tional Opportunity
Office,

1966); J.

Coleman,

J.

Coleman,

(Washington, D.C.:
et ale

545, and G. Grant,
Report,"

U.S. Government printing

(New York:

reaction to these reports,

Public and Private Schools,"

Equality of

High School Achievement:

Catholic and Other Private Schools Compared
For an example of the

et ale

Basic Books, 1982).

see "Report Analysis:

Harvard Educational Review (1981),

"Shaping School Policy:
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ll,

481

The Politics of the Coleman

Teacher's College Record (1973), 75, 17-54.

159. Rotberg, supra note 157 at p. 155.

Public,

160. Id. at p. 168; Pifer, supra note 145, at p. 20.
161. paulsen, supra note 33, at p. 18.
162. See, e.g., Otheguy, supra note 1.
163. Will, supra note 153.
164. A modestly eccentric version of this function in Arizona is the statutory
requirement that all· high schools give instruction on "the essentials and
benefits of the free enterprise system."

A.R.S.

More

section 15-711.

traditionally, all Arizona schools must provide instruction on the state and
federal cons ti tutions , and on "American insti tutions and ideals."

A. R. S.

section 15-710.
165. N.M. STAT. ANN. section 22-23-6(A)(5) (1978)
166. CAL. EDUCA. CODE section 52163(b)(5) (1981).
167. New Mexico's 1978 statute is entitled the "Bilingual Multicultural Education
Act,"

N.M. STAT. ANN. section 22-23-1 et seq.

(1978).

California's 1976

legislation, amended again in 1981, is entitled the "Bilingual-Bicultural
Education Act of 1976,"

CAL EDUC. CODE section 52161 et seq.

(1981).

It

is easy to understand why bilingual/bicultural advocates want access to the
public school curriculum.

The continuing efforts by various religious

groups to use public school time for religious indoctrination is analogous.
School, after all, is compulsory, and efficiently gathers the children to
receive inculcation.
168. More elaborate bilingual statutes, as in Texas and California, have moved
away from a fixed exit criterion like Arizona I s statute,
number of years in the program.
exit criteria.

based solely on

These statutes utilize a performance based

See, e.g., TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. section 21.455(h) (vernon

1982).
169. See M. Ridge,
(Ed.),

"The New Bilingualism:

The New Bilingualism

California Press,

1981), pp.

Education at the Crossroads,"

(LOS

An American Dilemma,"
Angeles:

259-267,

and J.

in M. Ridge

University of
Banks (Ed.),

Southern

"Multiethnic

Phi Delta Kappan (April 1983), 64, 559-585 (a

series of articles by various authors).
170. I return, again, to Will's causal argument against bilingualism:
inescapably to biculturalism,
schisms.

The horri fying

imagination.

which in turn,

consequences of

Supra note 153.
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It leads

inexorably creates societal
schisms are

left

to one's

171. "The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved for the States respectively, or
to the people."

x.

U.S. CONST. amend.

172. Cf., M. Kirst,

The State Role in Education policy Innovation

(Stanford:

Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance [IFC], 1981).
173. Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 741-742 (1974).
Education and the Law:

See generally, "project,

State Interests and Individual Rights,"

74 Michigan

-

Law Review (1976), 74, 1373-1502.
174. Board of Educ., Island Trees v. Pico, 102 S.Ct. 2799, 2822 (1982) (powell,
J., dissenting).

An accurate measure of Justice powell's faith in school

boards is his majority opinion in Ingraham v. Wright, 430 U.S. 651, 97 S.Ct.
1401 (1977).
175. Board of Educ., Island Trees v. Pico, supra note 174, at 2820 (Burger,
Ch.J., dissenting).
176. D. Tyack,
prospect,"

M. Kirst, & E. Hansot,
Teachers College Record

"Educational Reform:

Retrospect and

(1980), 81, 253-269, at p. 265.

177. Id.

178. Rotberg, supra note 123, at p. 165.
179. M. Novak,
Francisco:

"Social Trust,"

in Parents, Teachers and Children

(San

Institute for Contemporary Studies, 1977), p. 271.

180. Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 404, 412 (1923) (Holmes, J., dissenting).

This

case presents an ironic counterpoint to current Arizona legislation which
forbids instruction in languages other than English

~

the eighth grade.

181. The relevant sections are, respectively, A.R.S. sections 15-704, 15-712 and
15-713.
182. A.R.S. section 15-203 (A) (15)-(18).
183. Arguably,

section 15-704 also intrudes into the classroom by requiring

schools to devote "reasonable amounts of time to oral and silent reading in
grades one through eight."

However, this provision permits the schools to

choose how that time will be spent, what constitutes a reasonable amount,
and whether to spend

~

time on this subject after grade eight.

184. ARIZ. ADMIN. COMPo R. 7-2-203 (1981).
185. A.R.S. sections 15-741 to 15-744.
186. A.R.S. section 15-0741 (A) (4).

It is the state hoard's duty to insure this

result.
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187. Of course, the suhject matter requirements of the state hoard's prescrihed
curriculum must also he met, as the state does have a logical interest in
what the students are learning.

Given the tradition of local discretion, it

is not ohvious that the state's suhject matter interest can or should
completely supplant any exercise of local discretion.

Thus, a local hoard

might wish to incorporate hiculturalism into virtually all of its suhject
matter curriculum.

It

is unclear why the state should he permitted to

prevent that choice.

188. See supra text accompany notes 84-86.
189. Cohen, supra note 152.
190. Id. at p. 487.
191. Id. at pp. 487-499 ("Thus, while some higher level guidelines are offered in
near 1 y all cases, decisions ahout how to relate new policy to existing
portions typically are left to local educators." p. 489).

192. 102 S.Ct. 3034, 3051.

Justice Rehnquist added that "courts must he careful

to avoid imposing their view of preferahle methods upon the states."

Id.

In his view, Congress' intention was not to supplement the states' choice of
appropriate educational theories.

That choice has actually heen exercised,

in suhstantial part, hy the local districts.

Cf.

Cohen, supra note 152.

193. See supra text accompanying notes 64-68.
194. Novak, supra note 179, at p. 271.
195. C. Jensen,

New Plaintiff's, Changing Issues and Challenge to the State

(Stanford:

Institute for Research on Educational Finance and Governance

policy perspectives, 1982), p. 6.

196. plyler v. Doe, 102 S.Ct. 2382, 2414 (L1982) (Burger, Ch.J., dissenting),
quoting from J.B. Thayer, John Marshall 106-107 (1901).

197. 102 S.Ct. at 2414.
198. Indeed, the Supreme Court, in assessing the scope of a local hoard's
discretion in curricular issues, implied the possi hili ty of ahsolute
authori ty:

"Petitioners might well defend their claim of ahsolute

discretion in matters of curriculum hy reliance upon their duty to indicate
community values."

Board of Education, Island Trees v. Pico, 102 S.Ct.

2799, 2809 (1982) (emphasis added).
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.~

199. See, e.g., Parents, Teachers and Children
Contemporary Studies, 1977).

(San Francisco:

Institute for

It is also an example of conservatives and

new, "modest" liberals (in Novak's terms) coalescing on a social policy
issue.

See Novak, supra note 179, at 271.

200. Novak, supra note 144, at pp. 270-271.
201. An interesting case study of this legislative decision is found in Rebell
and Block, supra note 66, chapter seven.
202. See 1975 Colo. Sess. Laws

p. 666, section 1.

203. Rebell & Block, supra note 66, at 181.
204. COLO. REV. STAT. section 22-24-101 et.seq (1981).
205. 1975 Colo. Sess. Laws., supra note 202.
206. Telephone interview with Dale Vigil, Chicano Education project, Denver,
Colorado (July 7, 1983).
207. Recent events suggest even that the argument on pragmatic limits is, or soon
will be subject to reevaluation.

As the 1984 presidential election

approaches, it is noteworthy that the Republican administration has begun to
court nationally the Hispanic vote.
supporting bilingual education.

The President has even begun publicly

If this process becomes pervasive, it .will

be necessary to reassess the prospects for
hilingual instruction.

n~w

state legislation prescribing

Were the Republican Party to adopt a supportive

plank for bilingual education in its national platform, a sudden reshuffling
of state legislative inclinations might result.
208. The requirement of bilingual programs has, since

~,

designated number of tEPs in a district or school.

been triggered by a

In his concurrence to

tau, Justice Blackman set this pattern by noting:. "For me, numbers are at
the heart of this case."

94 S.Ct. at 791 (1974) (Blackman, J. concurring).

-

Subsequently, both the tau Guidelines and state legislation have set various
numbers of tEPs as the precursor to a district's obligation to establish a
bilingual program.
For instance, Texas' new bilingual education statute
requires a bilingual or special language program (presumably ESL) in every
district "which has an enrollment of 20 or more students of limited English
proficiency in any language classification in the same grade level ••• "
EDUC. CODE ANN. section 21. 453(c) (Vernon 198Q.•
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TEX.

209. R.W. Emerson,
1925), p. 57.

"Self Reliance,"

In Essays.

The full quotation is:

(Boston:

Houghton Mifflin,

"A foolish consistency is

the

hohgohlin of little minds, adored hy little statesmen and philosophers and
divines.

With consistency a great soul has simply nothing to do."

210. N. Glazer,

"Puhlic Education and American Pluralism,"

Teachers and Children

(San Francisco:

In Parents t

Institute for Contemporary Studies,

1977), p. 107.
211. Novak, supra note 179.
212. Tyack, Kirst & Bansot, supra note 176, at p. 267.

The concepts of voice and

loyalty to an organization used hy these authors is derived from Alhert
Hirschman's hook, Exit, Voice and Loyalty:
Organizations and States
213. Novak,

(Camhridge:

supra note 179, at pp.

o.

Responses to Decline in Firms,

Harvard University Press, 1970).

260-261.

It hears 'DIentioning

that 'DIy

confidence in local discretion is huttressed hy certain essential
limi tations on its exerci se;

that

is,

the

cour ts would

preven t

experimentation which has the intention or effect of excluding LEPs fro'DI
effective participation in the educational program.
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